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ORAL HISTORY OF APPALACHIA PROJECT
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY

CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT

WITH WALTER MEYERS
BY JACKIE FOURIE

MARCH 28, 1996

Jackie: I will be interviewing Walter Meyers on March 28th, 1996,
at 1723 Tenth Avenue, Huntington, WV, at 25701, for the Oral
History Project of Appalachia and Drinko Foundation. First I would
like to get permission from Walter Meyers to be interviewed and to
release tapes and transcripts for public domain. May I have your
permission?
Walter:

Yes, you have my permission.

Jackie:

Thank you.

Walter, I think today maybe we'll start out,

if you can give me a brief history of family background
in Huntington.
Walter:

Do you want a history of my background or the history

of ... ?
Jackie:

Actually, your background and every, whatever else you can

add to, other people's background it would be great.
Walter:

Well, I was born here in Cabell County in 1910.

And I was

raised and educated here, graduated from Douglass High School.
mostly what

I

would want

to

project would be what

the

But

early

African-Americans contributed to and property homes when they first
came to Cabell County.

My father and aunts told me that most of

the blacks could not buy property in what is known the flatlands
from the Guyan River to Twelve Pole .
the hill .

They had to buy property on

The flatlands were farmlands all through this area.

And

they bought property along Fifth Street Hill, below Fifth Street
Hill, what is not known at Ritter Hill .. . Spring Hill and Walnut
Hills.

They lived in all of that area up until nearly the '30's.

They had hundreds of acres out there.
beautiful.

Beautiful land .

And so when they decided,

It's still

it was decided that the

churches first the First Baptist Church and a Methodist church was
out on the Norway Avenue and up in that district.

And they moved

the churches and things on 8th Avenue and down in this area, saying
on the school that they attended at that time, would be on 7th
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Avenue, about 13th Street.

And they had to walk off of these hills

down there and they said it would be easier for the children to
live in this area.

So they traded their property for land and

houses when they were built in this area.

This area had been built

up by white people that worked for the railroad in this area.
was here in 1930, up until the '30's.

They

And uh ... they give up all

this land out there and moved to town, so they could be close to
the schools and their churches.
form a community.

Then it was ... delegated to them to

It was never officially formed.

for the blacks was never officially formed.

I'll tell you about

that later, why it was never officially formed.
down here,

they gave up all the land,

Fairfield West

When they came

the timber and the ... the

resources that was on the land, (mineral rights?) for a house and
probably one or two lots in this area.

The Allen family lives on

5th Street, the Scott family on 8th Street.
just who had Ritter's.

And I can't remember

And my grandparents then owned most of,

most of uh, Walnut Hills area, and a lady named Mrs. Black owned
from the boulevard, Hal Greer Boulevard, back past 18th Street, she
owned all that area over to Holderby.
landowners
Landing.

here.

That's

the

The Holderby family was big

reason

they

called

Holderby

Cabell Huntington Hospital was built on Holderby' s house.

And when they turned it over to the city,

they was supposed to

build, well, they were gonna build up on that mound.
reason

it

it

farmland.

sets up

high.

And all

around

That's the

there was,

was

the

And he was real nice to the blacks that moved off the

farm when the ....

And when he finished his farming, he let them

get the, get what's left in land.
Buy anyway they moved in,
Church,

the Baptist Church,

came down here.

The Methodist

and they farmed ... the 16th Street
3

Baptist Church was right along here, down there, you know where it
is.

They built a new one.

churches.

And then uh .. . there were two Methodist

The other was Afro-Methodist.

they moved it up on 17th Street.
later.

It was on Artisan, so

And so, holiness churches came in

Catholic churches came in later in the '50' s.

when ... as

they grew,

they were working people.

So then the,
They weren ' t

hustlers or the hustlers came in after they seen the money was
here.

They all worked, the city was building streets.

uncles were excavators.

My ... my

They had horses and mules and wagons and

people worked with them to cut out the streets and things like
that.

And my father was in construction.

cement mason.
developed,

He was plaster and

And then when, as the, as this area developed, they

they had stores, they had thirty-one businesses here.

Grocery stores, they had doctors, pharmacists.
that a community needed to thrive.

They had everything

As time went by, of course they

all the businesses were small businesses.

We had little nickel and

dime businesses also down on 16th Street.

But as time went by,

these things start to move away from them because they wanted
integration, which started wishing for it and wanting it.

Well,

when they moved the school from 7th Avenue and built it on 8th
Avenue and 16th Street, that was the elementary, junior high and
senior high school, Douglass was right there.
time.

They improved it one

And there are so many things that was happening.

clubs,

they

had

lodges,

everybody else had.

they

had,

they

everything

that

And when the, when they came to this area,

this area was farmed by the abolitionists.
slavery,

had

They had

but they said they would,

They didn't recognize

they appeased the rebels by

saying no intermarriages and no white children should be taught in
the same schools as the blacks.

But we'd have separate and equal,
4

which never was right.
build East High .

Mentioning the schools ... they was gonna

They hadn't done anything to Douglass for 20 or

25 years, not even new books.

I was in the group that the Douglass

High School students were the first to march for, for improvement
or bond issue.

They had a bond issue going but the Douglass, but

the blacks wouldn't, wasn't listed in it.
for the blacks.

What they was gonna do

And so when we paraded, we went out 16th Street,

down 4th Avenue and the people had heard about it.
ticker tape parade.
band.

We went down there singing.

Singing and people throwing stuff out.

We had ticker,
We didn't have a

And the bond issue

passed and they built the new school over there.
reduced it.

And what ... they

See, they added more to Huntington East High.

supposed to take in a whole square,

It was

both ways, Bruce Street to

Douglass Street to the alley, all around that square.

But they

reduced it and put it in on four lots.
Well, while ... we'll go back to what they had.
least thirty-one businesses here.

Good businesses.

restaurants,

feel

restaurant.

you

could

eat

and

full

They had ... they had laundries.

when

They had at
I mean, nice
you

left

the

That was a big thing

for some of the women who stayed home with the children.

They

could do draperies and home laundry for people, those rich people.
And then when they got ready to improve the property, when they
moved where they, some of them had moved down in the rear, some of
the people moved in town,

rich people,

business people .

brought their maids and chauffeurs and things with them.
them on the rear of the property,

6th Avenue,

avenue, down below 13th street, down in there.

4th,

They

They put

5th and 6th

And many of the

people who bought the property out there on that hill took over
that hill, had their, Ritter's had their big fine home down there,
5

and uh, many of the, from the white people that lived down on 5th
Avenue, 6th Avenue, the Glenn's, Hatfields, most of 'em lived down
there on 5th and 6th Avenue.

And then during the middle and late

'20's they made the surge to go out there and get that property.
And, and of course, in the late '20's we had The Great Depression,
between '27 and uh, and the '30's.

And of course, a lot of 'em

went broke.

But the blacks were away from that property.

Mrs . Black.

She was the last one out there.

And she sold, she

sold some of her land to the Dar Simmons family,
brickyard out there, and the shingle factory.

Except

who had the

I don't know just

who exactly owned the shingle factory; beautiful shingle factory.
Well, she, all of that land where the Fairfield Plaza was, was
a clay mine.

They dug out mines, there were two kinds of clay:

the red clay and the gray clay.
course, she married.

And so when, when ... that ended, of

And then her husband was in politics as a

preacher and he was in politics.
much about him.

And of course, I won't tell too

He's, he lost some of the land bidding on the city

refuge.

He figured he could do it, where the city was doing the

refuge.

But I won't name the people who actually took it over

after that.

The other, it's necessary because it was Prindle and

Whitten took it over,

and ran the city refuge.

Up,

up,

this

neighborhood now, if we should come back to this neighborhood now,
and speaking about the Fairfield West neighborhood, it is losing.
They' re tearing down all the houses.
out.

I

was

at

the

City

Hall

First the city took the trees

with

Mrs.

Tennessee

wondering why and when they'd put the trees back.

Garrison,

The police said

they wanted to stand on the corner and look up the street and see
what's happening.

Well, this, all of this neighborhood was working

class neighborhood, all of the people.
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Now we have nine churches

here.

And on a Sunday morning you drive by up and down these

avenues and see the children and the people going to church, all of
'em have between 75 and 150 to 250 people come in these churches.
Now the churches that the preachers are working hard, trying to
develop and bring the good to this neighborhood.

But, I'm afraid,

my opinion, that this neighborhood ... I've worked in the big cities
from Detroit to Virginia, or in Virginia, and I've found this out.
Once the city starts trashing the neighborhood, they don't clean up
here,

they halfway do the garbage up here,

necessary

things

community.

that

is

necessary

for

they don't do the

them

to

have

a

nice

As I said before, this community was never certified as

a Fairfield West community.

I was a member of the Young Men's

Business Club. And we met with the realtors.

They had written out

a form for the leaders, preachers, lawyers and the business people,
to sign this agreement that this should be a black neighborhood.
Bluefield had already certified itself as a black community.
he was a Southerner.
everybody spellbound.

Beautiful voice, he sang the words.
They couldn't move.

He had

And when he got the

form out, and he said, "Now, you all come up here and sign it."
said, "No."

asked one, he asked,

They ... fell in line with me, he

"Who is he?

said, "Well, I'm a realtor."

I don't know about him."

That's what he said.

He

He said, "I'm

I'm building thirteen houses up on Green Oak Drive, or

Norway Avenue."

And he said, "You can come on ... "

"Oh, but he's just a plasterer."
know ....

I

I said, "I have two children, they might want to live

somewhere else in this town."

a realtor.

And

Somebody said,

Now that person said that don't

I could tell you, show you some books and things I have

to sign, you think I'm preparing for a Ph.D. degree.

But anyway,

but he said, "Oh, he's just a plasterer," insignificant, that's the
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way he meant it.

And he said, "Well, I'll tell you what you do.

You can come on out there tonight and get you plenty of work."
Now, he wanted me to fall in with him.

Because he knew I had said

the words that would change the rest of 'em, that I had children,
they might want to live somewhere else.
that way.

My son bought out of this,

neighborhood below 14th Street,
fine.

And which it turned out .
which was out of this

a brick house,

got it fixed up

And the, my daughter, there she is up there [showing picture

of daughter] she's in Michigan.

She become a pharmacist.

tell you about my children later, grandchildren.

I'll

And then so, he

was mad.

He was angry when we didn't sign it, so it never was

certified

as

a

black

neighborhood.

neighborhood,' it's wrong.
not ours.

So when

you

Just say Fairfield West.

We didn't agree to it.

say

'black

Because it's

We didn't agree to it because

his agreement would have took us right to ....

Then, at the

same [inaudible] before this happened, at the same time we had a
case called a white and white case.
black man to move near him.

The white man didn't want a

The white man was named 'White', and
And so, oh,

the black man was named 'White'.

it was,

it was a

bitter-fought case.
Jackie:

When was this case?

(unh?)

Walter:

It was in the early '30's.

When was this case?
And we went to ...

We hired, we hired a constitutional lawyer.
I

joined the NAACP.

The NAACP was just starting up here.

wasn ' t, we had the Urban League .
wasn't their criteria.
which we did.
got

a

It

But that would, that didn' t, that

It was ... they told us to join the NAACP,

And we got a charter.

constitutional

That was the year that

lawyer,

and,

And so they took over and we
and

a

regular

lawyer

from

Charleston, named Brown, and Ferguson was from up at Mt. Hope or
8

somewhere up there.

He was a ... Brown and Ferguson.

themselves together to, to, to fight....
said, "Don't fight it here.
Huntington.
Now,

They farmed

And Dave Medison

If you win here, you'd be just for

This thing has got to go for the whole entire state."

this is one thing that ... that should help all blacks.

blacks should know about the White and White case.
in Charleston,
state.

All

They wanted it

and the State Supreme Court affected the whole

No white person couldn't say that you couldn't live by

them.
Jackie:

And when was that?

Walter:

I don't know the exact date, but it was in the '30's.

Jackie:

Okay, so it was in the '30's.

Walter:

Because it happened just before I was married.

in

'33.

19 ... ?

But it was in the early

'30' s.

I married

And then they ... they

hurried up and formed restrictions on all the land that the blacks
had

up

on

the

South

side.

Some

of

'em

want

fifty

years

restrictions, could not sell to any, you sell to who you want to
with restriction.
was the

But not no blacks.

go out there.

Not no blacks and foreigners

But the White case was, was so manipulated,

that it killed the restrictions.

The restrictions, the court

said, "Well, we'll let the restrictions run five years, and after
that, no restrictions."
the

law,

But, if a person moves beside you, this is

must maintain his property,

community maintains their property.

as you main-,

or as the

That means if you're a white

man and you move into a $50,000 house, and a man has a $50,000
house over there, flowers and trees and shrubberies, you'll do the
same thing.
easy.

And it's the same thing inside.

So, restrictions was wiped out.

segregation through transportation.
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And that would be

We never was restricted in

That's the railroad and public

conveyance.
anywhere.

You could ride the streetcars, buses or anywhere, sit
Because the state was formed by the abolitionists.

But C & 0 was good to the blacks.

They would go down and

bring trainloads of 'em out of the South to work here.

They even

had houses for 'em, place called Red Grove on the other side of the
tracks,

when they put the tracks in.

But when,

believe, '22 or '24, they had the big strike up there.
a

kind

of

faithful

stick....
really

a

we don't,

faithful

people.

They

were

faithful

'22 I

Well, we're

we don't ... we

And we still kind of stick together.

Railroad.
'em.

people,

'20,

in

know who

But we' re a,
to

the

C

&

O

When the people walked out, the blacks stayed in to help
They always said they

They ran the whole shops up here.

wouldn't qualify.

And they had a man up there could put on the, on

uh, could switch the tires on a track, engine wheels has a special
tire goes around, they heat it to a certain temperature and
it on.
loosen

And this dude could do it, without machinery.
up

after

so

many

trips.

And

so

uh,

everything that was necessary to run that shop.
just remembered now, six or eight months.

they

It would
was

doing

They ran it for I

So the union gave up the

strike and said, "we will come back in and we will form a union
with the black people that's in there."
did that, they formed segregation.

But they did, after they

You have your meetings, we have

ours and then we'll come tell you what ... what we've decided.

The

railroad union up there was segregated.
Newatha Perry:

What about the white water fountain and colored

water fountain?
Walter: They had, there in the shops but not in the, in the station
down there.

You could drink, drink, drink.

You could sit anywhere

in the station or you could drink from any of the fountains.
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They

didn't have, they had free water on the streets and you could go
get that.

And in the park.

Now when ... the Ritter's have got the park, got the thing.

And

the park, see, they turned the park over to the ... over to the Park
Board, after it was formed, to, for the city.
of the rebels is is

They, it was ... some

[inaudible] ... they still work hard.

They

wanted to segregate the park, like the blacks play on the East end
of the park and all the rest of the park for, because we did play
on the East end of the park.

Played basketball, not basketball but

hard ball and stuff like that, running and fishing.

There was a

lagoon out in there, the kids would fish and swim in it.
colored boy was drowned.
but he was drowned,
Roberts?

And one

They say there was a mystery about it,

and then there was Roberts,

you know Paul

Well, Roberts, his brother is still living now.

was drowned in there.

But they,

And he

the city closed it up.

They

filled it up with dirt and closed it up.
But there is so much ....

When we, there's so much that

it is said about the clash of people that were here, black.

We had

one, Mr. Gillard was the first black to be postal clerk downtown.
We had one old man, Hill, was one of the first postal delivery man
here.
Hughes.

They had and uh,

there was a lot of good. . . .

I forget now what he done.

He was and his daughter, he

had a daughter that became very famous.
was an opera singer.

And Mr.

(Revella) Revella.

She

She later came back and taught at Douglass

and formed a band.
Jackie:

Mr. Hughes was a postal employee.

Walter:

Yes, he was one of that delivers to you.

post office.

But uh,

Douglass High School.

He was in the

we had Professor Scott was head of the
I did have a picture here with some of the
11

students was in there.
school, was in

'24.

His last, just before we moved in the new
We had

[doorbell ringing] seven or eight

doctors .... eight doctors that was practicing here.
Newatha Perry:
Walter:

Eight

Eight black doctors?
black doctors

here.

There was

Dr.,

well

the

mainstay for most there was Dr. Smith.
Newatha Perry:
Walter:

I remember him.

Yeah, well, old Doc Smith. (he was old) Yes, he delivered

over two-hundred babies.
have all this,

He delivered my boys at home.

we done this at home.

couldn't take anything to the hospitals.
later, St. Mary's had two wards.

We had to

There wasn't any,

they

No hospitals then, until

They had a ward I think for at

least four beds for women and four beds for women or for men.

And

so, then Hatfield Hospital, which is the old Hatfield Hospital in
the West end, they had a few wards for the black.
finally had one or two.
health.
a

But I, outside of that, we had very good

People would work with you, they'd sit down and if you had

cold. . . .

traveling.
we

But Gutherie

Because

I

was

And come down with almost with the flu and so on.

But

had nurses,

Doc

remember

Nicholas women ... ? (no)

Smith kept me working while

the

Nicholas women?

They

were,

Well, all of them were nurses.

traveled from house to house, like Ms. Allen.

Sam
They

They would go from

homes to homes and advise people and help take care of the children
and so on.

And there was a solid community here.

Now, when these people was making money and buying homes, most
everybody around here was buying, they were citizens because they
were owning something.

All of a sudden you couldn't borrow any

money from the banks, or loan companies.

They were freezing on us.

The only people that stood by us were the Jews.
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Elliot Wolfe, the

Meursitiers and uh, and Cohen's.

Let's see, and Hyeman's.

Hyeman's let me take care of all the theaters down there.
the

pattern.

Chicago.

They

had a

I set

woman engineer come down here

I set the pattern on that Camelot.

from

When she saw me, Mr.

Jack Harmon brought her to me, she looked at me and said,
have to talk to him?"

The

I knew she was in the books.

"Do I

See, I have a

book here with all of the textures and experimental things.

And so

I said to her, I said, "What I' 11 do, I' 11 set you four or five
patterns on the wall,
that."

And she left.

of all my business.

and you choose from it."

She said,

"Do

And told him, he said, "Well, he takes care
Anything breaks down he, he makes, he puts it

right back like it was."

I put four patterns on the wall.

Nothing

that was in the books, strictly for my own mind, my own hand.
came and looked at them.

She

She goes all over the United States,

doing the decor for fine departments and churches and cathedrals
and fine buildings all over the world.
she's good.

She was jeweling them and

She looked at that stuff and I know she ... what she

trained, she was, it was in the books I got upstairs.
her something that said me.
said, "Oh, I'm confused.

And she said looked at it and she

What do you like?"

And I said, "Unh-uh, you choose it."
her.
back.

"You choose it."

But I give

See, I put it right back to

And uh, so she left with him and they came

And he said, "Walter, pick out one."

I said, "Oh, no, you

two get together and you choose one and I'll put it on these walls
for you."

So she sat down and

she said,

"Oh,

I

didn't want

nothing like this at the Keith Albee."

I said, "I know there's

nothing there likes at the Keith Albee."

But she said, "Can you do

that continuously all over these walls?"

I said, "Yes, flawless."

And she said, "Well, I' 11 take that."
13

And that's what, that's what

I

put on the inside of the Camelot Theater.

books.

The ornamental work broke down

restored it.

That's not in the

in the Keith Albee,

I

They had a rumble down there years ago and they tried

to lay it on the blacks.

The first time that the blacks went into

the Keith Albee in the daytime, used to go after 12 or 1, you know,
those special shows, special midnight shows, you could go to them,
that's especially for the blacks.
around here.

They had a lot of that going on

You couldn't go in the day but it was something like

the Mills Brothers or some famous people come, black, you could go
and see them after the show closed.

And so, the first time that

the blacks had, they had a big rumble down there.
exactly how it started .

And I know just

The boy's father was working for me and

the boy had bought two tickets, one for himself and his girlfriend.
And she told him that she wasn't going to the show, she didn't want
to go.

So he took his friend, his other boyfriend, took him, and

they went to the show.
behind her,

So they went in the, and the seat was right

and the boy from Ashland.

pulled her hair and picked at her.
and popped him.

And the boy, the guy jumped up

And they started to slugging.

people was all trying to get out.
started arrested the black people.
and abused some.

So they picked at her,

Well, the black

And when the police come, they
They did.

They arrested some

They had a big thing about it.

thing about it down there at City Hall.

They had a big

But I didn't get up down

there, I went down about two ... Smith was telling everybody to sit
down and Smith was a little bit boisterous.

But anyway, I knew.

So the thing came to me, the insurance man, he came to me and said,
"How much would you think the damage was done?"
put it all back for $750.
done.

I told him I could

And I restored all the damage that was

It shook some columns lose and broke up some ornamental pot,
14

one ornamental pot, and cracked a couple of walls.
of that,

to keep the weight off of our people.

I restored all
If they said we

went the first night and they had 15 or 20 or $30,000 worth of
damage,

which I

could have named anything and they would have

probably went along with me.
a man to restore.

Because it would have been hard for

I was working there at the time.

The theater

was in bad shape so as far the restrooms.
But anyway, the black people was not, wasn't at fault.
were getting out of the way .
it's,

They

But I restored everything back.

And

the agent said we can have $700 worth of any kind of 1st

class, 1st rate picture, where a lot of people, 15-, 1600 people
come in that theater.
thing .

We could have that said that's just a normal

They paid it.

There are, there is so many things that we should know about,
the

people

who

school teachers,

worked
we

here.

had ... some

As
of

I

said

' em did

go

before,
ahead

we

after

had
the

integration and taught schools and in the big white schools and so
on.

But uh, to put, I hate to see this neighborhood go down like

it's going .
right now.
happened

It's all the way down.

It's down as low as it can get

Coming back to when I worked in the big cities and what
to

the

black

neighborhoods

and

big

cities,

even

in

Charleston, all of that finery that's went into Charleston, that
modern and Civic Center and all the cultural stuff they have right
around in that area, all the black people owned that .
in there .

They lived

I know, because I used to go up there a lot.

Jackie:

What was the area called up there?

Walter:

I don't remember what the area up there at Charleston was

called, but all from the river, all the way back in that area, the
black people owned.

The day that they ... see a city, if it's not
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developed, if it's not building, it's not progressing.
minute that they start,

The very

they stop building on the Super Block,

where will they build next?

Just think.

Marshall University's

here, Cabell-Huntington Hospital's here, we're right between the
two.

The doctor's had already planned, they've already planned.
I

The very minute ....

Now this would be

[showing something to

interviewer] .. . we're on a triangle, four or three orderly streets.
Eighth Avenue,

the Boulevard leads to the highway,

Avenue to Twentieth Street.
Route 60.

and Norway

Eighth Avenue'll go all the way up to

With the triangle, we're right in there.

area because it's out of the flood area.

This is prime

Twenty or thirty percent

of the town below here is rated as flood area.

They could get

money to come, they could get money and tear all and bulldoze all
this down and build ... build something most beautiful that you would
Everything's

see in one of these fabulous construction books.
flared and beautiful.
what

they've done.

couldn't

find

much ... some

of

people
it,

See, I've been in the big cities and seen
Detroit tore down so much stuff and they
to put
but

they

it

all

just

back.

They

bulldozed ...

put back
like

so

people's

property and homes and everything, and pushed 'em way out.
And another thing, I hope the black people will not decide to
settle on a landfill area.

That's hazardous.

be just ideal to fill out some

fast follows.

Dietz Hollow would
They done that in

Charleston.

They put the blacks up in Wilson's Hollow and forgot

about 'em.

The streets and the floods and all ....

But in the

meantime, when they took Charleston over, took that park over where
the blacks,

the doctors had their off ices and everything,

them

doctors went up on South Hill.

I worked up there, done houses up

there for Sam Haddad and so on.

And they went up there real fast,
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after the white and white case.

So, we have done, had lots of

things going here that they don't speak about.
to parade in the streets for rights.
things going on.

We were the first

We had lots and lots of

We had fabulous bands.

have, we still, this is the only thing.

And another thing they

When I was a kid, they had

a pavilion out here on the boulevard and they had fine dances out
there, late in the evening.

But they had to shut 'em down in the

dark because they didn't have nothing but candlelights or lantern
lights.

But uh ... but they had fine dances.

They dressed pretty,

had fine dances; still do that.
Newatha Perry:
Walter:

Do you have pictures of that?

Unh?

Newatha Perry:

Do you have pictures or something?

Pictures of

when they were dancing and the pavilion?
Walter:

Yeah, you see, you didn't have any cameras back then.

People didn't have ... we didn't have one.

But there were ....

they used to have a little, had a little oh uh,
there, farm animals.
kind of stuff.
To

give

farm show out

And little rides, donkey rides and all that

But anyway ....
up

the

greater

part

of Huntington

and

something else like this, we're worth more than that.
on, I'll stand up and
that."
stand

Then

lay down my life."

to

call

I'll stand

We're worth more than

And we're so faithful, whatever cause is good for us, we'll
by

it.

neighborhood,

We'll

die

by

it.

this area of ... see,

And

I

hate

to

see

this

Fairfield West goes from the

railroad back almost to the boulevard.

And it goes beyond, should

go beyond Twentieth Street, but they limited Twentieth Street and
called that up there Fairfield East.

But it should go beyond that.

In order to lock this area in, and never put your hands on anything
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saying, "This is yours, this is your area .
county."

Your area is the whole

Cabell County is, when one of the people ask me where I

was born , I was born in Huntington and in Cabell County.

And . . . and

the cops used to say, "Meet you out there on the South side after
the blacks are out there, they used to have a little bitty thing,
you'd be coming home and they'd be working, some of them people
"Where you going?
home.

What are you doing out here?"

"Where do you live?"

get on back over there .

Well, I'm going

So on and so on and so on.

"Well, you

You ain't got no business out here."

kind of stuff was going on .

That

But, but . .. they . . .

END OF SIDE 1 - BEGIN SIDE 2
Jackie:

Continue on the Civil Rights Era and his experience

living in Huntington, West Virginia all hi s life.
Walter:
here .

Thank you .

So later, later on in life, my father was a c ontractor
He had three crews of men, he worked everybody .

taught me how to work with everybody .

And that

He worked ... he had, about

50/50 white, but they'd work all together, it was union .

But he

had to get out of the union because they were, they had a law they
called

(Grandfather's clause?)

floaters law .

they had a

law they called oh,

If a man comes out from another town,

into this

union, he had to, they had to give him at least a day's work to go
to the next town to work .

And they were,

advantage of the floaters law in the union.
Columbus and hit every town that had a
Pittsburgh and then back.

and they were taking
They would start in

union,

all

the way to

And they were working every day, while

some of the men wasn't, the men here wasn't working but just four
or five days a week or something like that.

See, they'd work here

and knock off at 3 o'clock and get the money and go on to the next
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town and on through the next town and so on.

But anyway, he told

them ... the time they came the job, I'll say this, it's not too much
immaterial, kind of immaterial, too.

But they'd clean up the tools

and then when they got ready to leave, they'd take 15 or 20 minutes
to undress, leave the tools dirty.
place,

they would take ....

tough on that.

He said,

So when they went to the next

A lot of time my daddy was, he was
"

I

can't pay for nobody wetting the

tools.
But anyway, we had, he had a nice business, a fine business.
worked for Niehborgal when he came here as a house builder.
then later they moved into the heavy construction.
I was learning to become part of the business.

He
And

That was when

He used to tell my

father, "Don't let that boy play around here and mess up things."
But Daddy told me, said, "Did you hear him?"
him."

I said, "Yes, I heard

He said, "Well, now, when he leaves, you get your tools."

And so that's the way I got.~-But anyway, we had an uncle who was, he had fine horses.
had big,

fine Norman horses,

big as them Clydesdales.

And uh,

he ... helped to excavate houses, basements and stuff like that.
had ... he had several men working for him, also.

We

He

And then, out

where the Fairfield Stadium was, that was the city dump.

And then

the sand pit, there was a big sand pit up near Fifteenth Street,
and the other half down near Fourteenth Street down in there, was
a big city dump.

It was a deep dump down in there.

And the part

about this area, they set the thing on fire and looked like all the
rats and roaches came, came out.

We was living on Bruce Street

there, were Douglass High School is, on that little street.
they run all the rats and things over the city.
got them all exterminated.
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And

But they finally

Jackie:

The

Douglass

High

School ... I

was

going

to

regarding that, after ... exactly when did it close down?
did Douglass High School close down?
School ....

ask

you,

What year

(what's that?) Douglass High

It closed down eventually, I know that.

But it stayed

open, did it stay open when integration was ... ?
Walter:

No, when integration closed it down and it was in the, was

it '65?
Newatha Perry:

I went, I finished high school there ... I went and

finished high school and then I think the next year or the next
year, they closed it down.
I have them at home.
Walter:

I can't remember what those dates were.

Yeah.

It was during '65 that integration come, come ... I don't

know just exactly ... my daughter graduated from there.
got her background from St. Peter Cleaver.
taking kids....

Now that was,

But she, she

And St. Mary's wasn't

that was against church rules.

Because, because separation of church and state.

If ... if a church

decides to take religion against the law, see what they ... they was
practicing the law that actually wasn't part of the state.
they shouldn' t have done it.

And

They done it for years over there and

finally the Bishop then took it out.
Newatha Perry:
St. Mary's.
Walter:

They had colored rooms and white rooms for mothers.

Where was that?

Newatha Perry:
Walter:

Because my first son was born in a colored room at

At St. Mary's.

Yeah, yeah,

I know that.

They ... they, in fact,

it was

hard for the, for a doctor to practice up there, a black doctor
couldn't practice up there.
other hospitals in town.
practice in his hospital.

Not only there,

but at any of the

Except ... now Doc Hatfield let Doc Smith
Doc Smith was a fine doctor.
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He had as

many white people as he had black people.

And Doc, and Hatfield,

they didn't bring all his patients down there.

But it was quite

some time before he did, and Doc Hatfield, he was the first one to
tell me and my wife, said, "Stay out of the hospitals."
reason for saying it.
he said,

I wouldn't want to speculate on that but he,

"You people stay out of the hospitals,

[laughter]

Well,

He had a

if

you

would

put

it

if you can."

together,

they

mean

experimental on people.
Jackie:

I

understand

you

also

talked

about ... [pause

for

interruption.]
Walter:

Because I, because I went to the doctor and all of a

sudden they, one doctor looked at me and said, "You take this, take
this slip and go to the clinic."
for?"

Said,

They were,
nothing.

I said, "Well, what's the slip

"Take it over, they know. "

I took it over there.

they started giving these shots.
This was a white doctor.

been very good,

No examination or

So uh ... the Jewish people had

so far as I know,

Jewish doctor, I told him about it.

to the blacks.

I went to a

And he said, "Wait a minute."

He had the girl come in and take some blood off my finger, then she
came back and took some out of my arm.
up there .

He had his own laboratory

And he come back to me and looked at me and said, "I

tell you one thing."

He asked me, he said, "how do you feel when

you take them shots down there?"

I told him, "I almost faint and

throw up and had to go home and lay down."

He said,

"You take

another one and you go home and lay down, you ain't gonna get up."
He said, he said,

"We took your blood and washed it out."

couldn't find a thing, not a thing in it.

They

But he said, "I'm gonna

take some and send it to Charleston and see what they say about
it."

And they, they sent it back, it was alright.
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And he said,

"See what I told you?"

He said, "You tell any of them people that

going over there to make sure they get .... "

When I go to the

doctor now, we go to three or four doctors .

If they say some

things, well ....
Newatha Perry:
Walter:
see,

You get a second and third opinion.

That's the reason I'm 86 years old.

the

stuff

they

was

giving,

they was

[chuckling]
giving

But you

mercury

and

uh ... and ... fluid mixed together, they'd call it [inaudible]
it was mercury and .... [pause]
people.

But anyway,

It actually killed several boys.

it was killing the

Doctor ... old man McClain

had McClain's Mortuary there, and they would do the autopsy's over
there.

They'd took one boy, mysterious death and took his stomach

out and they said it was black as tar.
stomach.
Jackie:

That stuff settled in his

But anyway, we ....
A lot of things happened.

I know in the 1960's in the

civil rights era, you talked about being part of the NAACP, and I
was just wondering ... were you the vice-president ... ?
Walter:

No, I was a charter member.

Jackie:

Okay, charter member.

Walter:

When I

first

people who

member.

joined I was a charter member.
joined,

I

joined ... the

they asked them to become a

charter

Then I was a member of the Young Men's Business Club.

yeah, club, association they call it.
meetings with the NAACP.

And then we, we would have

So they would bring the business people

and the, we had a lawyer here, lawyer Ambrose.
presidents,

the leaders of the union,

And the leaders,

not the unions,

but the

lodges and so on, and we would have our discussions as to what to
do.
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Jackie:

I understand also with that era, too, the media.~ ..

the media play a

Did

big role in Huntington with the civil rights

movement?
Walter:

Well ... I don't, I don't ... I don't believe so.

whatever

you would

recognize that.

put

in the

paper,

They were,

they would ... they

would

But they didn't do any great pushing as to what

the public should think, in general.

I think the thing that, if I

was out there now, I would just guess that people would push unity
and push the things that the people would recognize so they would
be closer to ... to one another as far as the races are concerned.
The race people, the people who are racist, should know more about
the black man and what he does and what he can do.
this.

Now,

I

say

When they used to say and people'd just get on t.v., the

black people,

"I don't want my kids going to the school,"

and

because the black people would pull down their grades, pull down,
lower their character and all this kind of stuff .
What's ... [inaudible]
a ball bounces.

Nobody can know.

That's wrong.

No one can determine how

You had that in science.

Alright.

If a kid is

smart enough to make that ball bounce like he wants it to bounce,
and put it in a hoop that's only have about a inch around and put
it in there perfect, he's a smart kid.

He can take that ball and

bounce it and go through five or six other men who's trying to keep
him from doing that, his brain his moving fast, because his brain's
got to talk to his feet,

his body and his hands.

The biggest

lesson I, I had in my lifetime was a fellow said, "Let your eyes
tell your brain to tell your hands and body what to do."

when you

look at a situation, it's supposed to go to your brain, to tell
your body and hands what to do.
grandson,

And that's ... I told that to my

he was learning the trade.
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And when he went to the

military, he was in class and the fellows said, "In here you've got
to let your eyes tell your mind to tell your body and hands what to
do.

Because if you don't, you can't protect yourself."

(right)

So whatever the way you look at it, even if it's harm coming, your
eyes are trying to tell you what to do.
and laughed!

And so, but he broke out

He said, "The guys said what are you laughing about?"

And he said, "My granddaddy told me that years ago."
"Well, he's right."

And he said,

And the next thing that I learned, the next

lecture I learned, we had plenty of lectures.

Tragedy of waste.

The fellow was, I think his name was Moore, Dr. Moore from Hampton,
Virginia, Hampton Institute in Virginia.
lectured to us.

He came to the school and

And he lectured on "The Tragedy of Waste".

always remember that.

He said, "Waste is so valuable.

He said, "Look at Japan.

I'll

All of it.

They took our

our scrap tin and our scrap metals and our scrap lumber and built
a

nation,

built

everything."
out there,

battleships,

they

planes,

and you look at it, pick it up and look at it,

waste that is a tragedy."
I

everything,

And he said, "If you look at a piece of wood laying

where, see if it's got any value.

And

built

don't

know where

see

Paper ... anything, he said, "To

Then he said, "You look at your mind."
the,

the

uh,

the American,

the black

universities got the idea the mind is terrible thing to waste,
that's their motto.

He said,

"Look at your mind.

your mind, you' re wasting your body."
that.
waste."

If you waste

And I' 11 always remember

He said, "Makes no difference what you do in life, do not
Then they come back to my mother.

She told me,

"When you grow older, you want to learn how to live."
"One potato's enough to fill you up.
enough to feed you.

She said,

Handful of beans, cooked, is

One slice of meat is enough.
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said,

One biscuit or

two slices of bread is enough bread."

And she told us ... then she

said ... when they were on the farm, people wondered how they lived
on a farm.
sell.

So they took eggs to town, they'd take four dozen to

They took an extra dozen, sell that one first, and put that

money in a jar, ten or fifteen cents.

Chickens ... they'd sell three

or four chickens, they'd sell the one that they were gonna save the
money off of, they'd put that money in a jar, sell that one first.
Then they'd struggle to sell the other ones for other profit.
this is saving money.

But

Then they said everything they'd sell they'd

always sell one piece of something to put the money in savings
first, and then the rest of it was sales for themselves, to live
off of and buy stuff.

But and so, see, that's the way ... when you

look in that jar, first I didn't hardly believe her.
nickel and dime business, a shoe-shine business.
tips to give to her to put in that jar.

But I had a

I saved all my

And a percentage of the

money we made that day, at the end of the summer or fall ... before
she likes to cook a feast she had ninety-five or a hundred dollars
in that jar.

(who did?)

My mother.

I give her that to put away.
could save that money."
college.

(Oh, your mom, okay)

Yeah,

Then she learned, she said, "Now you

Well,

I

started saving money to go to

I did want to go to college.

Jackie:

What time were you starting to save?

What year was this?

Walter:

I started saving right in this little shoe-shine

Of course, I done little extra jobs around for people.

And now,

she was very good at dying clothes.

So I ... I

And so, dying cloth.

learned what to ... big dry goods company ....

And wedding shoes or

people who had weddings, they didn't ... sometimes they didn't have
enough shoes to match all of the ... the garments for the different
people that was gonna be in the wedding.
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And so I would take these

shoes and my mother would dye the cloth.
so

water

wouldn't

stain

it.

And

And she would set · the dye

they

sometimes ten dollars for each one.

was

giving me

five-,

I charged two dollars and a

half and I'd always get five or ten, and I put that money away.
(for college)

And then I gathered hats for people.

ha ts ( Greek Cleaning Ha ts) .

Clean ... clean

And the place we got ' em, we bought it

off a Greek, and he give me fifty cents off each hat I'd bring in.
And that's what you call small money ... put it away.
more money.

Today we saved

I showed my son, you can go to his house and I bet he

can show you two or three

jars full

of nickels and dimes and

pennies and there's probably five-, six hundred dollars in each one
of them jars.

You cannot go broke.

We cannot go broke.

We have money in two banks.

You say, "How do you people live?"

One ... and

then my mother'd, she'd go to the store and buy apples.

She'd buy

three apples for the family to use, two apples she was gonna put in
a jar.

Take the rinds and make jelly.

And that's, that's the way

There's kids that don't teach kids in

we learned how to live.

school the simply way to live.

Our girls can't sew, they can't

wash dishes, they can't do nothing.

Learn how to cook.

stretch food and have beautiful food.
Jackie:

Your wife ....

Were you married at that time,

in the

1950's and '60's?
Walter:

I married in '33.

Jackie:

'33.

on?

And were you married with the civil rights era going

I mean, were you part of the NAACP and activist in the civil

rights movement .. . was your wife part ... ?
Walter:

She .... she's kind of a person that, she says she don't

like arguments.
Jackie:

Oh, okay, so she's kind of stayed out of it.
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Walter:

She says when you get into these things, it is a type of

argument.
back ....

And she's just kind of a peaceful person.
But she's for it and don't cross roads.

she didn't take in too much.

But anyway ....

But she supported what I was doing.

Especially the kids and grandkids.
grabbed both of my hands,

Everyone of 'em has come ... he

he graduated last June.

Detroit to see him graduate, he lives in Detroit.

We went to

And he grabbed

both of my hands, said, "Pop, I'm not gonna fail."
now he's working.

See, he's like his brothers.

graduate with two degrees.

She pulls

And he said,
He's going to

Because he said, "I spend my time ... "

he showed me the layout of the school he's going to.

"I spend my

time in this science building and in the mathematics building over
across the street."

And Tony, the one that's the doctor, she flew

in from Hawaii to see and look over.
I said, "How did you like Texas?"
Texas."

[chuckles]

And she said, "Well .... "

And

She said, "Well, Texas . is just

But she wanted to give it up out there, and

come back to the United States.
listen to me; I'm so glad.

I said, "Listen, Tony,"

Because I don't have the education and

the ... and the ... oh, all these fancy degrees they have.
I guess good common sense.

see they

I said, "Listen,

there, you found a niche out there.

But I have

, you went out

Play that niche for awhile.

If it don't get better and you think you can do better some other
school, get you a niche somewhere else.

I'm not supposed to be in

Huntington because several big contractors wanted me to follow
them, the ones that built the Twin Towers over here.
over

there.

building.

Took the construction engineer,

I set up work

went through the

I looked at the blueprints, put them down, looked at the

worksheet and the specifications and I walked through there and
told them what to do.

He stayed behind me.
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Normally see, I don't

know that was to find out what I

know.

He stayed behind me.

Normally they stayed up to the front of you, pointing out.

I went

through and pointed out everything and then went and got ... we
called an iron man

(the Luther) and I stayed right here.

The iron

men from the iron people was supposed to put up the metal here and
the metal over there.

And so he called the men and told them.

said, "Yeah, it's supposed to be there."
got time and the money.

He

But he said, "We haven't

We will let your iron man put it up

without any ... any union trouble over it.

So, he did.

Mark it and

take chalk and mark it.

He marked everything I told him to mark.

And

the

I

went

back

superintendent,
first?"

I

He said,

to
said,

office

and

I

told

the

general

"Who are you bringing in the building

"What's those boiler makers and pipe fitters."

I said, "There's where I'm gonna start first.
first, get out of the way."

I'm going in there

And said, "Then give me the list of

the next people in a row who you're gonna start."
way I worked the job.

No conflict between crafts.

And that's the
And he said,

"You know, we had a man just like you once and he left us, went to
Colorado."

He said, "We have to go back there and go to Minnesota

and Indiana."

Said, "We want you to go.

doing to you here."

I know what they are

Of course, the union ....

and ran it all but a week and half's work.
the contract on it lived in Charleston.
the contractor,

and told him

put two fellows off.

And the, the guy had

He called and called up

that they were gonna lay me off and

And I found that the bank contractor had two

men that was out of work.
work.

I set that job up

And he was gonna lay me off to give me

See, that's where the affirmative action should stay in.

Jackie:

Was that in the 1960's?

Walter:

No, that was when they built the Twin Towers over there.
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I don't remember now just what date.
I know.

But that was after the '60's

And he ... so they did, they laid me off.

So I went to a

member of the NAACP to come there and see and talk it over with the
man.

He told me that he had business and he couldn't do it.

go back to the contractor, I told him.

He said, "You mean to tell

me he hasn't paid you for setting that job up?"
had done setting it up .

So I

I said, "No."

We called what I

He said, "Wait a minute."

He got on the phone, he said, he called this guy and told him, "I
want you to listen to me real good . "

He said, "This man came here

and done what you were supposed to do.
didn't do it."
weeks work,

That was your job-you

He said, "He set this job up and got it all but two

and he's done made you $16,000 over bid.

haven't paid him?"

And you

He said, "If you don't have that money, a check

down here in the morning by 7 o' clock,

you don' t

have no job.

Don't have no money or nothing.

It ain't yours."

Of course, I've

always been pretty independent.

The minute they done that to me I

drove up the street and I got thirteen houses to do.
worried.
job.

And I wasn't

I'm never worried that people called me to come to the

And so I drove my truck by there the man waited because I

know what he told the guy with the check don't let him put his foot
on the job, see if I put my foot on the job, you would owe me
for another day.
Jackie:

Did you just ... when you went into the spill, did you just

go into it, did you go to college?

Because you said you said you

saved your money to go to school .
Walter:
AMT).

Yeah, I saved money, I wanted to go to AMT (north Atlanta,
And they were real good, it was a black school.

were real good in training top-notch training.

And they

I worked with some

of the fellows and they were just, they were really top-notch.
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And

that's where I wanted to go and take a course in contracting and
building.

They had a special course in contracting and building.

And of course, you could take some other college subjects with it,
but this was a tremendous course in any kind of construction trade.
People don't think too much about it.

But it's one of the third

largest businesses in the United States.

(oh, yes, definitely)

Because when you build you' re making progress.
you've got to build factories,
you've

got to

build homes,

You've got to have,

you've got to build warehouses,

you've

got to build cities.

building and building and building .....

And

They just use the word,

but they don't think about the people that have to do to learn
these things.
knows or a
creative.
wanted.

I have to know almost what everything an architect

construction engineer knows.
Just
I've

like I
got

told you about the texture this woman

to

look

at

specifications and find out.. . .
looked at things,

I

Then I 've got to be

said,

his ... his
I

drawings

and

his

have been in buildings and

"That won' t

work. "

And I 've been in

buildings where the contractor and the construction engineer all
trying to put something together that wouldn't match.

It happened

over here at Marshall, two or three times, I worked on most of them
buildings over there.

And ... and a guy asked me,

the architect

asked me, I said, "Well, I'm a tradesman, but this is the way a
tradesman would do it."

And he come in--it requires a series of

bulkheads coming down the stairwell over there.

And they was

trying to make the stairwell all come in together and it wouldn't
work.

This one guy said, "Why didn't I think of that."

You just have to drop it down and seal the bulkheads.
we got it done.

But anyway,

These are the things, when we look at a situation,

we know what we need to put it together or whether it's feasible to
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put it together.
smart.

And then the tradesman is not a dummy.

He's very

And most of our work is based on geometry, plain geometry.

Because a building is nothing but a geometric figure.
this room,

these arches,

these angles,

See, take

this flat surface,

it's

And that's what you deal with,

rectangular, windows and so on.
plain geometry.

No, you learn plain geometry or if you've studied

plain geometry.

Algorium is a system by which you derive at

certain methods.

And so we have to know these things.

And some of

the tradesmen would like to have somebody that know these things,
they'd just be toolers, we'd call 'em.

They'd just use the tools.

And work fast and get the money and quit.

But ... but a master

tradesman's got to know almost as much as an architect,

because

he's got to know what he's doing in order to produce it.
Jackie:
a

Boy, that's interesting.

You know, also I need to ask you

question regarding ... 1960' s War on Poverty,

a big issue,

the

programs ... can you give me some ideas, in Huntington where they're
very successful.
Walter:

Well ... ( do you remember) ... well, I don' t remember too much

about the war on poverty.

But I know, just like I told you, if we

go back to how the old folks learned how to live, see I could ....
Jackie:

That's okay, because I was just curious if you knew of any

programs that were initiated in 1960's, because I know they had
various things that were given to ... assist.
Walter:

Oh, they had food, food uh, yeah, they had, back in the

'60's they had food programs where they give you food stamps and

you could go to places and they had food ... give away food.

It's

almost like ... well, I think they stopped it where they give this
butter and stuff now, but they did give away potatoes and sometimes
they'd give meat and flour and powdered milk and stuff like that to
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... to ....
Jackie:

And the churches, I understand, played a big role in the

'60's, too.
Walter:
banks.

Well, back in the

'60's most of the churches had food

And I don't know ... the one I know,

it was this Holiness

church down here on 10th Avenue, they had a warehouse and they had
food

banks and they would give baskets of

families that was just ....

See,

below the

food every week to
'40' s,

'30' s,

40' s,

S0's, an average woman, a black woman, would just make a dollar a
day.

Washing clothes or house cleaning.

Most of them would get

and then they'd have to pay their own traveling ... streetcar or bus
or taxi, to get to the job.

But .... (was there much resistance?)

and the men, men in the '30's, most of 'em wouldn't get over three
dollars a day, four dollars a day, fifty and seventy-five cents an
hour, that kind of stuff.

And ... and where they lived, with that

kind of money, most everybody had a little garden.
stuff

and

And ... well,

canned

and

put

stuff

together

to

They raised

struggle

to ....

the modern kids don't want to go through that.

some of them are not going through it.

And

They'd die first.

So it's ... it's better some of the programs that they have now,
if they don't maintain it in an almost ....
it's not ... whatever they do ....

And come to find out,

One fellow told my son, they were

up at the Nickel Plant, he said, "You people are [inaudible]
you people are making a fool out of us.

We thought the time Reagan

got through with it, you'd all be biting the dirt."
But it's as I said, we learn from our grand-people.

[chuckles]

My granddaddy

went out there on that hill and they didn't have no money,
took their own hands.

There was plenty of food out there.

all kinds of nuts, berries and wild fruit and stuff.
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they
Nuts,

It was a

living out there.

And they wondered how they could go out on that

big poor, they called it poor land, and live.

See, there was at

least four kinds of real good nuts out there.

Hickory nuts, they

had the soft shells, the big ones, and they had walnuts, two kinds
of walnuts: the white looking and the black walnut, and they had
beech, well beech is so small but they' re good and flavorable.
there was papaws, there was butternut.
first.

Lord,

They cut them trees down

I'd give anything for a butternut.

rough looking nut, looks like a walnut, oblong.
God.

It's better than the,

eaten.
rabbi ts,

And uh ... so,

It's a long,

And it's good, my

it's better than any nut I've ever

they had everything out there.

There was

squirrels and racoons and groundhogs and muskrats,

them things, you could eat all that stuff.
turkey.

were plenty out there to live of.

all

So and quail and wild

And when the geese came in, they could kill them.

land, like the Indians .

And

They

They knew how to live off the

So ... but whenever they raised anything,

they always raised something that they could sell to make some
extra change to put in this little, they called it a sugar jar or
change jar or something.

Now some of 'em had a pouch, they carried

it with 'em.
Jackie:

Right.

You know,

also,

the counter-movements in the

1960's, the Klu Klux Klan, I guess in the South.

Was there many

organizations, counter-movement organizations in Huntington in the
1960's?
Walter:

Well, the Klu Klux Klan was, was ... they were here.

the first one ....

I said

When this state became a bumper state between

the North and South during the war, we had a lot of rebels that
were not only living here, they had to appease them to go on with
the state.

And so they continued with the subversive stuff like
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clansmen or whatever else would be against the blacks.
But the good people here,

there were more good people here than

there was that rough stuff.

And uh,

They were here and I can't remember.

and ... but they were here.

When I was a young fellow, a

colored fellow killed a policeman named Ball.
fault.

(right)

Well,

it was his

This guy Ball went after this colored fellow's wife.

everybody in town knew it.

And

He was always ... he'd see her on the

street or he'd stop and be talking to her and pick her up in a car,
all this kind of stuff.

But anyway, this colored fellow told him,

told her to stay away from him, and slapped her.
the car and colored fellow ran.

She jumped out of

He ran between two little houses.

He had just got back from World War I.

And when he, there was long

houses, he knew he couldn't run long enough to cut between one of
them houses before he could get up there and shoot at him.

And

when he just fell, rolled up against one of the side of the houses
and this guy stopped in front of the thing and unloaded the pistol
right there, right through that yard .a nd hit him.

And that boy was

laying there on the ground with a pistol in his hand.
first shot him, he shot him, it was in the night.

When he

All you could

see was the badge on his headlight and the badge on his thing.
hit both badges.

And killed him.

started to parade and carry on.

The Klu Klux Klan started,

The colored boy named Brown, the

colored boy's name was Brown, he killed a fellow named Ball.
they come up there and put signs up.

Jackie:

And

That was the only time that

the blacks ... no, there was one more time ahead of that.
before the '60's.

It

That was

That was before the '60's.

Because I remember they had Bailey's restaurant.

what it was called?

They had sit-ins.

in's that were held at Bailey's,
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(what's that?)

Is that
The sit-

was it Bailey's restaurant in

Huntington?
Walter:

(oh, yeah, they had ... ) Sit-in's you recall?

Bailey's didn't have any sit-in's.

called White Pantry.

(oh, I'm sorry, right)

It was the place
White Pantry.

No,

Bailey's ... of course, Bailey's didn't, they didn't serve ... but they
went to working on the White Pantry for some reason.
I wouldn't go in a place that was nasty.
I've heard)

[chuckles]

And because
(that's true,

They're not going to put any nasty food in my system.

But anyway, it was the White Pantry.

And they had a sit-in there.

And they was trying to make the restaurants ....

But after ... after

the integration came in the '60's, I think it was '65, they closed
all our restaurants, we had nice restaurants.
to go to take somebody.

And had nice places

We don't have any places to go like we

used to, to take your wife out and if you want to take a drink,
why, do it.

Now, if I, you can go now.

come dressed up.
and clothes.
pocket.

But you

They want me to put on tie, dress in fine shoes

But I

(right)

Yes, you can go.

better have a hundred-fifty dollars in my

Because, because the dinner's gonna cost me a

hundred dollars.

END OF SIDE 2

END OF INTERVIEW
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Jackie: I will be interviewing Walter Meyers on March 28th, 1996,
at 1723 Tenth Avenue, Huntington, WV, at 25701, for the Oral
History Project of Appalachia and Drinko Foundation. First I would
like to get permission from Walter Meyers to be interviewed and to
release tapes and transcripts for public domain. May I have your
permission?
Walter:

Yes, you have my permission.

Jackie:

Thank you.

Walter, I think today maybe we'll start out,

if you can give me a brief history of family background
in Huntington.
Do you want a history of my background or the history

Walter:
of ... ?
Jackie:

Actually, your background and every, whatever else you can

add to, other people's background it would be great.
Walter:

Well, I was born here in Cabell County in 191 0.

And I was

raised and educated here, graduated from Douglass High School.
mostly

what

I

would want

to

project would

be what

But

the early

African-Americans contributed to and property homes when they first
came to Cabell County.

My father and aunts told me that most of

the blacks could not buy property in what is known the flatlands
from the Guyan River to Twelve Pole.
the hill.

They had to buy property on

The flatlands were farmlands all through this area.

And

they bought property along Fifth Street Hill, below Fifth Street
Hill, what is not known at Ritter Hill ... Spring Hill and Walnut
Hills.

They lived in all of that area up until nearly the '30's.

They had hundreds of acres out there.
beautiful.

Beautiful land.

And so when they decided,

It's still

it was decided that the

churches first the First Baptist Church and a Methodist church was
out on the Norway Avenue and up in that district.

And they moved

the churches and things on 8th Avenue and down in this area, saying
on the school that they attended at that time, would be on 7th
2
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Avenue, about 13th Street.

And they had to walk off of these hills

down there and they said it would be easier for the children to
live in this area.

So they traded their property for land and

houses when they were built in this area.

This area had been built

up by white people that worked for the railroad in this area.
was here in 1930, up until the '30's.

They

And uh ... they give up all

this land out there and moved to town, so they could be close to
the schools and their churches.
form a community.

Then it was ... delegated to them to

It was never officially formed.

for the blacks was never officially formed.

I'll tell you about

that later, why it was never officially formed.
down here,

Fairfield West

When they came

they gave up all the land, the timber and the ... the

resources that was on the land, (mineral rights?) for a house and
probably one or two lots in this area.

The Allen family lives on

5th Street, the Scott family on 8th Street.
just who had Ritter's.

And I can't remember

And my grandparents then owned most of,

most of uh, Walnut Hills area, and a lady named Mrs. Black owned
from the boulevard, Hal Greer Boulevard, back past 18th Street, she
owned all that area over to Holderby.
landowners
Landing.

here.

That' s

the

The Holderby family was big

reason

they

called

Holderby

Cabell Huntington Hospital was built on Holderby' s house.

And when they turned it over to the city,

they was supposed to

build, well, they were gonna build up on that mound.
reason

it

it

farmland.

sets

up

high.

And all

around

That's the

there was,

was

the

And he was real nice to the blacks that moved off the

farm when the ....

And when he finished his farming, he let them

get the, get what's left in land.
Buy anyway they moved in,
Church,

the Baptist Church,

came down here.

and they farmed ... the
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The Methodist
16th Street

Baptist Church was right along here, down there, you know where it
is.

They built a new one.

churches.

And then uh ... there were two Methodist

The other was Afro-Methodist.

they moved it up on 17th Street.
later.

It was on Artisan, so

And so, holiness churches came in

Catholic churches came in later in the 'SO's.

when ... as

they grew,

they

were working

people.

So then the,
They weren' t

hustlers or the hustlers came in after they seen the money was
here.

They all worked,

uncles were excavators.

the city was building streets.

My ... my

They had horses and mules and wagons and

people worked with them to cut out the streets and things like
that.

And my father was in construction.

cement mason.
developed,

He was plaster and

And then when, as the, as this area developed, they

they had stores, they had thirty-one businesses here.

Grocery stores, they had doctors, pharmacists.
that a community needed to thrive.

They had everything

As time went by, of course they

all the businesses were small businesses.

We had little nickel and

dime businesses also down on 16th Street.

But as time went by,

these things start to move away from them because they wanted
integration, which started wishing for it and wanting it.

Well,

when they moved the school from 7th Avenue and built it on 8th
Avenue and 16th Street, that was the elementary, junior high and
senior high school, Douglass was right there.
time.

They improved it one

And there are so many things that was happening.

clubs,

they

had

lodges,

everybody else had.

they

had,

they

everything

that

And when the, when they came to this area,

this area was farmed by the abolitionists.
slavery,

had

They had

but they said they would,

They didn't recognize

they appeased the rebels by

saying no intermarriages and no white children should be taught in
the same schools as the blacks.

But we'd have separate and equal,
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which never was right.
build East High.

Mentioning the schools ... they was gonna

They hadn't done anything to Douglass for 20 or

25 years, not even new books.

I was in the group that the Douglass

High School students were the first to march for, for improvement
or bond issue.

They had a bond issue going but the Douglass, but

the blacks wouldn't, wasn't listed in it.
for the blacks.

What they was gonna do

And so when we paraded, we went out 16th Street,

down 4th Avenue and the people had heard about it.
ticker tape parade.
band.

We went down there singing.

Singing and people throwing stuff out.

We had ticker,
We didn't have a

And the bond issue

passed and they built the new school over there.
reduced it.

And what ... they

See, they added more to Huntington East High.

supposed to take in a whole square,

It was

both ways, Bruce Street to

Douglass Street to the alley, all around that square.

But they

reduced it and put it in on four lots.
Well, while ... we'll go back to what they had.
least thirty-one businesses here.

Good businesses.

restaurants,

feel

restaurant.

you

could

eat

and

full

They had ... they had laundries.

when

They had at
I mean, nice
you

left

the

That was a big thing

for some of the women who stayed home with the children.

They

could do draperies and home laundry for people, those rich people.
And then when they got ready to improve the property, when they
moved where they, some of them had moved down in the rear, some of
the people moved in town,

rich people,

business people.

brought their maids and chauffeurs and things with them.
them on the rear of the property,

6th Avenue,

avenue, down below 13th street, down in there.

4th,

They

They put

5th and 6th

And many of the

people who bought the property out there on that hill took over
that hill, had their, Ritter's had their big fine home down there,
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and uh, many of the, from the white people that lived down on 5th
Avenue, 6th Avenue, the Glenn's, Hatfields, most of 'em lived down
there on 5th and 6th Avenue.

And then during the middle and late

'20's they made the surge to go out there and get that property.
And, and of course, in the late '20's we had The Great Depression,
between '27 and uh,

and the '30's .

And of course, a lot of 'em

went broke.

But the blacks were away from that property.

Mrs. Black.

She was the last one out there.

And she sold, she

sold some of her land to the Dar Simmons family,
brickyard out there, and the shingle factory.

Except

who had the

I don't know just

who exactly owned the shingle factory; beautiful shingle factory.
Well, she, all of that land where the Fairfield Plaza was, was
a clay mine.

They dug out mines, there were two kinds of clay:

the red clay and the gray clay.
course, she married.

And so when, when ... that ended, of

And then her husband was in politics as a

preacher and he was in politics.
much about him.

And of course, I won't tell too

He's, he lost some of the land bidding on the city

refuge.

He figured he could do it, where the city was doing the

refuge.

But I

after that.

won't name the people who actually took it over

The other, it's necessary because it was Prindle and

Whitten took it over,

and ran the city refuge.

Up,

up,

this

neighborhood now, if we should come back to this neighborhood now,
and speaking about the Fairfield West neighborhood, it is losing.
They' re tearing down all the houses.
out.

I

was

at

the

City

First the city took the trees

Hall with Mrs.

Tennessee

wondering why and when they'd put the trees back.

Garrison,

The police said

they wanted to stand on the corner and look up the street and see
what's happening.

Well, this, all of this neighborhood was working

class neighborhood, all of the people.
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Now we have nine churches

here.

And on a Sunday morning you drive by up and down these

avenues and see the children and the people going to church, all of
'em have between 75 and 150 to 250 people come in these churches.
Now the churches that the preachers are working hard, trying to
develop and bring the good to this neighborhood.

But, I'm afraid,

my opinion, that this neighborhood ... I've worked in the big cities
from Detroit to Virginia, or in Virginia, and I've .found this out.
Once the city starts trashing the neighborhood, they don't clean up
here,

they halfway do the garbage up here,

necessary

things

community.

that

is

necessary

for

they don't do

them

to

have

a

the
nice

As I said before, this community was never certified as

a Fairfield West community.

I was a member of the Young Men's

Business Club. And we met with the realtors.

They had written out

a form for the leaders, preachers, lawyers and the business people,
to sign this agreement that this should be a black neighborhood.
Bluefield had already certified itself as a black community.
he was a Southerner.
everybody spellbound.

Beautiful voice, he sang the words.
They couldn't move.

He had

And when he got the

form out, and he said, "Now, you all come up here and sign it."
said, "No."

asked one, he asked,

They ... fell in line with me, he

"Who is he?

said, "Well, I'm a realtor."

I don't know about him."

That's what he said.

He

He said, "I'm

I'm building thirteen houses up on Green Oak Drive, or

Norway Avenue."

And he said, "You can come on ... "

"Oh, but he's just a plasterer."
know ...•

I

I said, "I have two children, they might want to live

somewhere else in this town."

a realtor.

And

Somebody said,

Now that person said that don't

I could tell you, show you some books and things I have

to sign, you think I'm preparing for a Ph.D. degree.

But anyway,

but he said, "Oh, he's just a plasterer," insignificant, that's the
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way he meant it.

And he said, "Well, I'll tell you what you do.

You can come on out there tonight and get you plenty of work."
Now, he wanted me to fall in with him.

Because he knew I had said

the words that would change the rest of 'em, that I had children,
they might want to live somewhere else.

And which it turned out

that way.

which was out of this

My son bought out of this,

neighborhood below 14th Street,
fine.

a brick house,

got it fixed up

And the, my daughter, there she is up there [showing picture

of daughter] she's in Michigan.

She become a pharmacist.

tell you about my children later, grandchildren.

I'll

And then so, he

was mad.

He was angry when we didn't sign it, so it never was

certified

as

a

black

neighborhood.

neighborhood, ' it's wrong.
not ours.

So

when

you

Just say Fairfield West.

We didn't agree to it.

say

'black

Because it's

We didn't agree to it because

his agreement would have took us right to ....

Then, at the

same [inaudible] before this happened, at the same time we had a
case called a white and white case.
black man to move near him.

The white man didn't want a

The white man was named 'White', and

the black man was named 'White'.

And so, oh,

it was, it was a

bitter-fought case.
Jackie:

When was this case?

(unh?)

Walter:

It was in the early '30's.

When was this case?
And we went to ...

We hired, we hired a constitutional lawyer.
I

joined the NAACP.

The NAACP was just starting up here.

wasn't, we had the Urban League.
wasn't their criteria.
which we did.
got

a

It

But that would, that didn't, that

It was ... they told us to join the NAACP,

And we got a charter.

constitutional

That was the year that

lawyer,

and,

And so they took over and we
and

a

regular

lawyer

from

Charleston, named Brown, and Ferguson was from up at Mt. Hope or
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somewhere up there.

He was a ... Brown and Ferguson.

themselves together to, to, to fight....
said, "Don't fight it here.
Huntington.
Now,

They farmed

And Dave Medison

If you win here, you'd be just for

This thing has got to go for the whole entire state."

this is one thing that ... that should help all blacks.

blacks should know about the White and White case.
in Charleston,
state.

and

All

They wanted it

the State Supreme Court affected the whole

No white person couldn't say that you couldn't live by

them.
Jackie:

And when was that?

Walter:

I don't know the exact date, but it was in the '30's.

Jackie:

Okay, so it was in the '30's.

Walter:

Because it happened just before I was married.

in

I

33 •

19 ... ?

But it was in the early

'30 's.

I married

And then they ... they

hurried up and formed restrictions on all the land that the blacks
had

up

on

the

South

side.

Some

of

'em

want

fifty

years

restrictions, could not sell to any, you sell to who you want to
with restriction.
was the

But not no blacks.

go out there.

Not no blacks and foreigners

But the White case was, was so manipulated,

that it killed the restrictions.

The restrictions, the court

said, "Well, we'll let the restrictions run five years, and after
that, no restrictions."
the law,

But, if a person moves beside you, this is

must maintain his property,

community maintains their property.

as you main-,

or as the

That means if you're a white

man and you move into a $50,000 house,

and a man has a $50,000

house over there, flowers and trees and shrubberies, you'll do the
same thing.
easy.

And it's the same thing inside.

So, restrictions was wiped out.

segregation through transportation.
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And that would be

We never was restricted in

That's the railroad and public

conveyance.
anywhere.

You could ride the streetcars, buses or anywhere, sit
Because the state was formed by the abolitionists.

But C & O was good to the blacks.

They would go down and

bring trainloads of 'em out of the South to work here.

They even

had houses for 'em, place called Red Grove on the other side of the
tracks,

when they put the tracks in.

But when,

in

believe, '22 or '24, they had the big strike up there.
a

kind

of

faithful

stick. . . .
really

a

we don't,

we

faithful

people.

They were

Well, we're

don't ... we

And we still kind of stick together.

Railroad.
'em.

people,

faithful

'22 I

'20,

know who

But we' re a,
to

the

C

&

O

When the people walked out, the blacks stayed in to help

They ran the whole shops up here.

wouldn't qualify.

They always said they

And they had a man up there could put on the, on

uh, could switch the tires on a track, engine wheels has a special
tire goes around, they heat it to a certain temperature and
it on.
loosen

And this dude could do it, without machinery .
up

after

so

many

trips.

And

so

uh,

everything that was necessary to run that shop.
just remembered now, six or eight months.
strike and said,

they

It would
was

doing

They ran it for I

So the union gave up the

"We will come back in and we will form a union

with the black people that's in there."
did that, they formed segregation.

But they did, after they

You have your meetings, we have

ours and then we'll come tell you what ... what we've decided.

The

railroad union up there was segregated.
Newatha Perry:

What about the white water fountain and colored

water fountain?
Walter: They had, there in the shops but not in the, in the station
down there.

You could drink, drink, drink.

You could sit anywhere

in the station or you could drink from any of the fountains .
10

They

didn't have, they had free water on the streets and you could go
get that.

And in the park.

Now when ... the Ritter's have got the park, got the thing.

And

the park, see, they turned the park over to the ... over to the Park
Board, after it was formed, to, for the city.
of the rebels is is

They, it was ... some

[inaudible] ... they still work hard.

They

wanted to segregate the park, like the blacks play on the East end
of the park and all the rest of the park for, because we did play
on the East end of the park.

Played basketball, not basketball but

hard ball and stuff like that, running and fishing.

There was a

lagoon out in there, the kids would fish and swim in it.
colored boy was drowned.
but he was drowned,
Roberts?

And one

They say there was a mystery about it,

and then there was Roberts,

you know Paul

Well, Roberts, his brother is still living now.

was drowned in there.

But they,

And he

the city closed it up.

They

filled it up with dirt and closed it up.
But there is so much ....

When we, there's so much that

it is said about the clash of people that were here, black.

We had

one, Mr. Gillard was the first black to be postal clerk downtown.
We had one old man, Hill, was one of the first postal delivery man
here.
Hughes.

They had and uh,

there was a lot of good. . . .

I forget now what he done.

He was and his daughter, he

had a daughter that became very famous.
was an opera singer.

And Mr.

(Revella) Revella.

She

She later came back and taught at Douglass

and formed a band.
Jackie:

Mr. Hughes was a postal employee.

Walter:

Yes, he was one of that delivers to you.

post office.

But uh,

Douglass High School.

He was in the

we had Professor Scott was head of the
I did have a picture here with some of the
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students was in there.
school,

was in

'24.

His last, just before we moved in the new
We had

[ doorbell ringing] seven or eight

doctors .... eight doctors that was practicing here.
Newatha Perry:
Walter:

Eight

Eight black doctors?
black doctors

here.

There was

Dr. ,

well

the

mainstay for most there was Dr. Smith.
Newatha Perry:
Walter:

I remember him.

Yeah, well, old Doc Smith. (he was old) Yes, he delivered

over two-hundred babies.
have all this,

He delivered my boys at home.

we done this at home.

couldn't take anything to the hospitals.
later, St. Mary's had two wards.

We had to

There wasn't any,

they

No hospitals then, until

They had a ward I think for at

least four beds for women and four beds for women or for men.

And

so, then Hatfield Hospital, which is the old Hatfield Hospital in
the West end, they had a few wards for the black.
finally had one or two.
health.
a

cold. . . .

had

But I, outside of that, we had very good

People would work with you, they'd sit down and if you had

traveling.
we

But Gutherie

Because

I

was

And come down with almost with the flu and so on.

But

nurses,

Doc

remember

Nicholas women ... ?

(no)

Smith kept

the

Nicholas

me

working while

women?

They

were,

Well, all of them were nurses.

traveled from house to house, like Ms. Allen.

Sam
They

They would go from

homes to homes and advise people and help take care of the children
and so on.

And there was a solid community here.

Now, when these people was making money and buying homes, most
everybody around here was buying, they were citizens because they
were owning something.

All of a sudden you couldn't borrow any

money from the banks, or loan companies.

They were freezing on us.

The only people that stood by us were the Jews.
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Elliot Wolfe, the

Meursitiers and uh, and Cohen's.

Let's see, and Hyeman's.

Hyeman's let me take care of all the theaters down there.
the

pattern.

Chicago.

They

had a

woman engineer

I set the pattern on that Camelot.

come down

The
I set

here

from

When she saw me, Mr.

Jack Harmon brought her to me, she looked at me and said, "Do I
have to talk to him?"

I knew she was in the books.

See, I have a

book here with all of the textures and experimental things.
I said to her,

I said,

"What I'll do, I'll set you four or five

patterns on the wall,
that."

And she left.

of all my business.

And so

and you choose from it."

She said,

"Do

And told him, he said, "Well, he takes care
Anything breaks down he, he makes, he puts it

right back like it was."

I put four patterns on the wall.

Nothing

that was in the books, strictly for my own mind, my own hand.
came and looked at them.

She

She goes all over the United States,

doing the decor for fine departments and churches and cathedrals
and fine buildings all over the world.
she's good.

She was jeweling them and

She looked at that stuff and I know she ... what she

trained, she was, it was in the books I got upstairs.
her something that said me.
said, "Oh, I'm confused.

And she said looked at it and she

What do you like?"

And I said, "Unh- uh, you choose it."
her.
back.

"You choose it."

But I give

See, I put it right back to

And uh, so she left with him and they came

And he said, "Walter, pick out one."

I said, "Oh, no, you

two get together and you choose one and I'll put it on these walls
for you.

u

So she sat down and

she said,

"Oh,

I

didn' t

want

nothing like this at the Keith Albee."

I said, "I know there's

nothing there likes at the Keith Albee."

But she said, "Can you do

that continuously all over these walls?"

I said, "Yes, flawless."

And she said, "Well, I' 11 take that."
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And that's what, that's what

I put on the inside of the Camelot Theater.
books.

The ornamental work broke down

restored it.

That's not in the

in the Keith Albee,

I

They had a rumble down there years ago and they tried

to lay it on the blacks.

The first time that the blacks went into

the Keith Albee in the daytime, used to go after 12 or 1, you know,
those special shows, special midnight shows, you could go to them,
that's especially for the blacks.
around here.

They had a lot of that going on

You couldn't go in the day but it was something like

the Mills Brothers or some famous people come, black, you could go
and see them after the show closed.

And so, the first time that

the blacks had, they had a big rumble down there.
exactly how it started.

And I know just

The boy's father was working for me and

the boy had bought two tickets, one for himself and his girlfriend.
And she told him that she wasn't going to the show, she didn't want
to go.

So he took his friend, his other boyfriend, took him, and

they went to the show.
behind her,

So they went in the, and the seat was right

and the boy from Ashland.

pulled her hair and picked at her.
and popped him.

And the boy, the guy jumped up

And they started to slugging.

people was all trying to get out.
started arrested the black people.
and abused some.

So they picked at her,

Well, the black

And when the police come, they
They did.

They arrested some

They had a big thing about it.

thing about it down there at City Hall.

They had a big

But I didn't get up down

there, I went down about two •.. Smith was telling everybody to sit
down and Smith was a little bit boisterous.

But anyway, I knew.

So the thing came to me, the insurance man, he came to me and said,
"How much would you think the damage was done?"
put it all back for $750.
done.

I told him I could

And I restored all the damage that was

It shook some columns lose and broke up some ornamental pot,
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one ornamental pot, and cracked a couple of walls.
of that,

to keep the weight off of our people.

I restored all
If they said we

went the first night and they had 15 or 20 or $30,000 worth of
damage,

which

I

could have named anything and they would have

probably went along with me.
a man to restore.

Because it would have been hard for

I was working there at the time.

The theater

was in bad shape so as far the restrooms.
But anyway, the black people was not, wasn't at fault.
were getting out of the way.
it's,

They

But I restored everything back.

And

the agent said · we can have $700 worth of any kind of 1st

class, 1st rate picture, where a lot of people, 15-, 1600 people
come in that theater.
thing.

We could have that said that's just a normal

They paid it.

There are, there is so many things that we should know about,
the

people

who

school teachers,

worked
we

here.

had ... some

As
of

' em

I

said
did

go

before,
ahead

we

had

after

the

integration and taught schools and in the big white schools and so
on.

But uh, to put, I hate to see this neighborhood go down like

it's going.

It's all the way down.

right now.
happened

It's down as low as it can get

Coming back to when I worked in the big cities and what
to

the

black

neighborhoods

and

big

cities,

even

Charleston, all of that finery that's went into Charleston,

in

that

modern and Civic Center and all the cultural stuff they have right
around in that area, all the black people owned that.
in there.

I

know, because I

They lived

used to go up there a lot.

Jackie:

What was the area called up there?

Walter:

I don't remember what the area up there at Charleston was

called, but all from the river, all the way back in that area, the
black people owned.

The day that they .•. see a city, if it's not
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developed, if it's not building, it's not progressing.
minute that they start,

The very

they stop building on the Super Block,

where will they build next?

Just think.

Marshall University's

here, Cabell-Huntington Hospital's here, we're right between the
two.

The doctor's had already planned, they've already planned.

The very minute. . . .

Now this would be

[ showing something to

interviewer] ... we're on a triangle, four or three orderly streets.
Eighth Avenue,

the Boulevard leads to the highway,

Avenue to Twentieth Street.
Route 60.

and Norway

Eighth Avenue'll go all the way up to

With the triangle, we're right in there.

area because it's out of the flood area.

This is prime

Twenty or thirty percent

of the town below here is rated as flood area.

They could get

money to come, they could get money and tear all and bulldoze all
this down and build ... build something most beautiful that you would
Everything's

see in one of these fabulous construction books.
flared and beautiful.
what they've done.
couldn't

find

much ... some

of

people
it,

See, I've been in the big cities and seen
Detroit tore down so much stuff and they
to
but

put

it all

they

just

back.

They

bulldozed. . .

put back so
like

people' s

property and homes and everything, and pushed 'em way out.
And another thing, I hope the black people will not decide to
settle on a landfill area.

That's hazardous.

be just ideal to fill out some

fast follows.

Dietz Hollow would
They done that in

Charleston.

They put the blacks up in Wilson's Hollow and forgot

about 'em.

The streets and the floods and all ....

But in the

meantime, when they took Charleston over, took that park over where
the blacks,

the doctors had their offices and everything,

them

doctors went up on South Hill.

I worked up there, done houses up

there for Sam Haddad and so on.

And they went up there real fast,
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after the white and white case.

So, we have done, had lots of

things going here that they don't speak about.
to parade in the streets for rights.
things going on.

We were the first

We had lots and lots of

We had fabulous bands.

have, we still, this is the only thing.

And another thing they

When I was a kid, they had

a pavilion out here on the boulevard and they had fine dances out
there, late in the evening.

But they had to shut 'em down in the

dark because they didn't have nothing but candlelights or lantern
lights.

But uh ... but they had fine dances.

They dressed pretty,

had fine dances; still do that.
Newatha Perry:
Walter:

Do you have pictures of that?

Unh?

Newatha Perry:

Do you have pictures or something?

Pictures of

when they were dancing and the pavilion?
Walter:

Yeah,

you see,

you didn't have any cameras back then.

People didn't have ... we didn't have one.
they used to have a little,
there, farm animals.
kind of stuff.
To

give

But there were ....

had a little oh uh,

farm show out

And little rides, donkey rides and all that

But anyway ....
up

the

greater

part

of

Huntington

and

something else like this, we're worth more than that.
on, I'll stand up and
that."
stand

Then

lay down my life."

to

call

I'll stand

We're worth more than

And we' re so faithful, whatever cause is good for us, · we' 11
by

it.

neighborhood,

We' 11

die

by

it.

this area of ... see,

And

I

hate

to

see

this

Fairfield West goes from the

railroad back almost to the boulevard.

And it goes beyond, should

go beyond Twentieth Street, but they limited Twentieth Street and
called that up there Fairfield East.

But it should go beyond that.

In order to lock this area in, and never put your hands on anything
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saying, "This is yours, this is your area.
county."

Your area is the whole

Cabell County is, when one of the people ask me where I

was born, I was born in Huntington and in Cabell County.

And ... and

the cops used to say, "Meet you out there on the South side after
the blacks are out there, they used to have a little bitty thing,
you'd be corning home and they'd be working, some of them people
"Where you going?
home.

What are you doing out here?"

"Where do you live?"

get on back over there.

Well, I'm going

So on and so on and so on.

"Well, you

You ain I t got no business out here."

kind of stuff was going on.

That

But, but ... they ...

END OF SIDE 1 - BEGIN SIDE 2
Jackie:

Continue on the Civil Rights Era and his experience

living in Huntington, West Virginia all his life.
Walter:
here.

Thank you.

So later, later on in life, my father was a contractor
He had three crews of men, he worked everybody.

taught me how to work with everybody.

And that

He worked ... he had, about

50/50 white, but they'd work all together, it was union.

But he

had to get out of the union because they were, they had a law they
called

(Grandfather's clause?)

floaters law.

they had a

law they called oh,

If a man comes out from another town,

into this

union, he had to, they had to give him at least a day's work to go
to the next town to work.

And they were, and they were taking

advantage of the floaters law in the union.
Columbus and hit every town that had a
Pittsburgh and then back.

They would start in

union,

all the way to

And they were working every day, while

some of the men wasn't, the men here wasn't working but just four
or five days a week or something like that.

See, they'd work here

and knock off at 3 o'clock and get the money and go on to the next
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town and on through the next town and so on.

But anyway, he told

them ... the time they came the job, I'll say this, it's not too much
immaterial, kind of immaterial, too.

But they'd clean up the tools

and then when they got ready to leave, they'd take 15 or 20 minutes
to undress, leave the tools dirty.
place,

they would take ....

tough on that.

He said,

So when they went to the next

A lot of time my daddy was, he was
"

I

can't pay for nobody wetting the

tools.
But anyway, we had, he had a nice business, a fine business.
worked for Niehborgal when he came here as a house builder.
then later they moved into the heavy construction.
I was learning to become part of the business.

He
And

That was when

He used to tell my

father, "Don't let that boy play around here and mess up things."
But Daddy told me, said, "Did you hear him?"
him."

I said, "Yes, I heard

He said, "Well, now, when he leaves, you get your tools."

And so that's the way I got ....
But anyway, we had an uncle who was, he had fine horses.
had big,

fine Norman horses,

big as them Clydesdales.

And uh,

he ... helped to excavate houses, basements and stuff like that.
had ... he had several men working for him,

also.

We

He

And then, out

where the Fairfield Stadium was, that was the city dump.

And then

the sand pit, there was a big sand pit up near Fifteenth Street,
and the other half down near Fourteenth Street down in there, was
a big city dump.

It was a deep dump down in there.

And the part

about this area 1 they set the thing on fire and looked like all the
rats and roaches came, came out.

We was living on Bruce Street

there, were Douglass High School is, on that little street.
they run all the rats and things over the city.
got them all exterminated.
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And

But they finally

The Douglass

Jackie:

High

School ... I

was

going

to

regarding that, after ... exactly when did it close down?
did Douglass High School close down?
School ....

ask

you,

What year

(what's that?) Douglass High

It closed down eventually, I know that.

But it stayed

open, did it stay open when integration was ... ?
Walter:

No, when integration closed it down and it was in the, was

it '65?
Newatha Perry:

I went, I finished high school there ... ! went and

finished high school and then I think the next year or the next
year, they closed it down.
I have them at home.
Walter:

I can't remember what those dates were.

Yeah.

It was during '65 that integration come, come ... ! don't

know just exactly ... my daughter graduated from there.
got her background from St. Peter Cleaver.
taking kids....

Now that was,

But she, she

And St. Mary's wasn't

that was against church rules.

Because, because separation of church and state.

If ... if a church

decides to take religion against the law, see what they ... they was
practicing the law that actually wasn't part of the state.
they shouldn' t have done it.

And

They done it for years over there and

finally the Bishop then took it out.
Newatha Perry:
St. Mary's.
Walter:

They had colored rooms and white rooms for mothers.

Where was that?

Newatha Perry:
Walter:

Because my first son was born in a colored room at

At St. Mary's.

Yeah, yeah,

I know that.

They ... they, in fact,

it was

hard for the, for a doctor to practice up there, a black doctor
couldn't practice up there.
other hospitals in town.
practice in his hospital.

Not only there,

but at any of the

Except ... now Doc Hatfield let Doc Smith
Doc Smith was a fine doctor.
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He had as

many white people as he had black people.

And Doc, and Hatfield,

they didn't bring all his patients down there.

But it was quite

some time before he did, and Doc Hatfield, he was the first one to
tell me and my wife, said, "Stay out of the hospitals."
reason for saying it.
he

said,

I wouldn't want to speculate on that but he,

"You people stay out of the hospitals,

[laughter]

Well,

He had a

if

you

would

put

it

if you can."

together,

they

mean

experimental on people.
Jackie:

I

understand

you

also

talked

about ... [pause

for

interruption.]
Walter:

Because I, because I went to the doctor and all of a

sudden they, one doctor looked at me and said, "You take this, take
this slip and go to the clinic."
for?"

Said,

They were,
nothing.

"Take it over,

I said, "Well, what's the slip

they know."

I

they started giving these shots.
This was a white doctor.

took it over there.
No examination or

So uh ... the Jewish people had

been very good, so far as I know,

to the blacks.

I went to a

Jewish doctor, I told him about it.

And he said, "Wait a minute."

He had the girl come in and take some blood off my finger, then she
came back and took some out of my arm.
up there.

He had his own laboratory

And he come back to me and looked at me and said, "I

tell you one thing."

He asked me, he said, "how do you feel when

you take them shots down there?"

I told him, "I almost faint and

throw up and had to go home and lay down."

He said,

"You take

another one and you go home and lay down, you ain ' t gonna get up."
He said, he said, "We took your blood and washed it out . "
couldn't find a thing, not a thing in it.

They

But he said, "I'm gonna

take some and send it to Charleston and see what they say about
it."

And they, they sent it back, it was alright.
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And he said,

"See what I told you?"

He said, "You tell any of them people that

going over there to make sure they get .... "

When I

doctor now,

If they say some

we go to three or four doctors.

go to the

things, well ....
Newatha Perry:
Walter:
see,

You get a second and third opinion.

That's the reason I'm 86 years old.

the

stuff

they

was

giving,

they

was

[chuckling]

But you

giving mercury

and

uh ... and ... fluid mixed together, they'd call it [inaudible]
it was mercury and .... [pause]
people.

But anyway,

It actually killed several boys.

it was killing the

Doctor ... old man McClain

had McClain's Mortuary there, and they would do the autopsy's over
there.

They'd took one boy, mysterious death and took his stomach

out and they said it was black as tar.
stomach.
Jackie:

That stuff settled in his

But anyway, we ....
A lot of things happened.

I know in the 1960's in the

civil rights era, you talked about being part of the NAACP, and I
was just wondering ... were you the vice-president ... ?
Walter:

No, I was a charter member.

Jackie:

Okay, charter member.

Walter:

When I

first

people who

member.

joined I was a charter member.
joined,

they

I

joined ... the

asked them to become a

charter

Then I was a member of the Young Men's Business Club.

yeah, club, association they call it.
meetings with the NAACP.

And then we, we would have

So they would bring the business people

and the, we had a lawyer here, lawyer Ambrose.
presidents,

the leaders of the union,

And the leaders,

not the unions,

but the

lodges and so on, and we would have our discussions as to what to
do.
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Jackie:

I understand also with that era, too, the media ....

the media play a

Did

big role in Huntington with the civil rights

movement?
Walter:

Well ... I don't, I don't . .. I don't believe so.

whatever

you would

recognize that.

put

in

the

paper,

They were,

they would ... they

would

But they didn't do any great pushing as to what

the public should think, in general.

I think the thing that, if I

was out there now, I would just guess that people would push unity
and push the things that the people would recognize so they would
be closer to ... to one another as far as the races are concerned.
The race people, the people who are racist, should know more about
the black man and what he does and what he can do.
this.

Now,

I

say

When they used to say and people'd just get on t.v., the

black people,

"I don't want my kids going to the school," and

because the black people would pull down their grades, pull down,
lower their character and all this kind of stuff.
What's ... [inaudible]
a ball bounces.

Nobody can know.

That's wrong.

No one can determine how

You had that in science.

Alright.

If a kid is

smart enough to make that ball bounce like he wants it to bounce,
and put it in a hoop that's only have about a inch around and put
it in there perfect, he's a smart kid.

He can take that ball and

bounce it and go through five or six other men who's trying to keep
him from doing that, his brain his moving fast, because his brain's
got to talk to his feet,

his body and his hands.

The biggest

lesson I, I had in my lifetime was a fellow said, "Let your eyes
tell your brain to tell your hands and body what to do."

when you

look at a situation, it's supposed to go to your brain, to tell
your body and hands what to do.
grandson,

And that's ... !

he was learning the trade.
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told that to my

And when he went to the

military, he was in class and the fellows said, "In here you've got
to let your eyes tell your mind to tell your body and hands what to
do.

Because if you don't, you can't protect yourself."

(right)

So whatever the way you look at it, even if it's harm coming, your
eyes are trying to tell you what to do.
and laughed!

And so, but he broke out

He said, "The guys said what are you laughing about?"

And he said, "My granddaddy told me that years ago."
"Well, he's right."

And he said,

And the next thing that I learned, the next

lecture I learned, we had plenty of lectures.

Tragedy of waste.

The fellow was, I think his name was Moore, Dr. Moore from Hampton,
Virginia, Hampton Institute in Virginia.
lectured to us.

He came to the school and

And he lectured on "The Tragedy of Waste".

always remember that.

He said, "Waste is so valuable.

He said, "Look at Japan.

I'll

All of it.

They took our

our scrap tin and our scrap metals and our scrap lumber and built
a

nation,

built

everything."
out there,

battleships,

they

and you look at it,

waste that is a tragedy."
I

don't

everything,

planes,

And he said, "If you look at a piece of wood laying
pick it up and look at it,

where, see if it's got any value.

And

built

know where

see

Paper ... anything, he said, "To

Then he said, "You look at your mind."
the,

the

uh,

the American,

the black

universities got the idea the mind is terrible thing to waste,
that's their motto.

He said,

"Look at your mind.

your mind, you' re wasting your body."
that.
waste."

If you waste

And I' 11 always remember

He said, "Makes no difference what you do in life, do not
Then they come back to my mother.

She told me,

"When you grow older, you want to learn how to live."
"One potato's enough to fill you up.
enough to feed you.

She said,

Handful of beans, cooked, is

One slice of meat is enough.
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said,

One biscuit or

two slices of bread is enough bread."

And she told us ... then she

said ... when they were on the farm, people wondered how they lived
on a farm.
sell.

So they took eggs to town, they'd take four dozen to

They took an extra dozen, sell that one first, and put that

money in a jar, ten or fifteen cents.

Chickens ... they'd sell three

or four chickens, they'd sell the one that they were gonna save the
money off of, they'd put that money in a jar, sell that one first.
Then they'd struggle to sell the other ones for other profit.
this is saving money.

But

Then they said everything they'd sell they'd

always sell one piece of something to put the money in savings
first, and then the rest of it was sales for themselves, to live
off of and buy stuff.

But and so, see, that's the way ... when you

look in that jar, first I didn't hardly believe her.
nickel and dime business, a shoe-shine business.
tips to give to her to put in that jar.

But I had a

I saved all my

And a percentage of the

money we made that day, at the end of the summer or fall ... before
she likes to cook a feast she had ninety- five or a hundred dollars
in that jar.

(who did?)

My mother.

I give her that to put away.
could save that money."
college.

(Oh, your mom, okay)

Yeah,

Then she learned, she said, "Now you

Well,

I

started saving money to go to

I did want to go to college.

Jackie:

What time were you starting to save?

What year was this?

Walter:

I started saving right in this little shoe-shine

Of course, I done little extra jobs around for people.

And now,

she was very good at dying clothes.

So I ... I

And so, dying cloth.

learned what to ... big dry goods company .•..

And wedding shoes or

people who had weddings, they didn't ... sometimes they didn't have
enough shoes to match all of the ... the garments for the different
people that was gonna be in the wedding.
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And so I would take these

shoes and my mother would dye the cloth.
so

water wouldn't

stain

it.

And

And she would set the dye

they

sometimes ten dollars for each one.

was

giving me

five-,

I charged two dollars and a

half and I'd always get five or ten, and I put that money away.
(for college)

And then I gathered hats for people.

ha ts ( Greek Cleaning Ha ts) .

Clean ... clean

And the place we got ' em, we bought it

off a Greek, and he give me fifty cents off each hat I'd bring in.
And that's what you call small money ... put it away.
more money.

Today we saved

I showed my son, you can go to his house and I bet he

can show you two or three

jars full of nickels and dimes and

pennies and there's probably five-, six hundred dollars in each one
of them jars.

You cannot go broke.

We cannot go broke.

We have money in two banks.

You say, "How do you people live?"

One ... and

then my mother'd, she'd go to the store and buy apples.

She'd buy

three apples for the family to use, two apples she was gonna put in
a jar.

Take the rinds and make jelly.

And that's, that's the way

There's kids that don't teach kids in

we learned how to live.

school the simply way to live.

Our girls can't sew, they can't

wash dishes, they can't do nothing.

Learn how to cook.

stretch food and have beautiful food.
Jackie:

Your wife ....

Were you married at that time,

in the

1950's and '60's?
Walter:

I married in '33.

Jackie:

' 33.

on?

And were you married with the civil rights era going

I mean, were you part of the NAACP and activist in the civil

rights movement ... was your wife part ... ?
Walter:

She .... she's kind of a person that, she says she don't

like arguments.
Jackie:

Oh, okay, so she's kind of stayed out of it.
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Walter:

She says when you get into these things, it is a type of

argument.
back ....

And she's just kind of a peaceful person.
But she's for it and don't cross roads.

she didn't take in too much.

But anyway ....

But she supported what I was doing.

Especially the kids and grandkids.
grabbed both of my hands,

Everyone of 'em has come ... he

he graduated last June.

Detroit to see him graduate, he lives in Detroit.

We went to

And he grabbed

both of my hands, said, "Pop, I'm not gonna fail."
now he's working.

See,

he's like his brothers.

graduate with two degrees.

She pulls

And he said,
He' s going to

Because he said, "I spend my time ... "

he showed me the layout of the school he's going to.

"I spend my

time in this science building and in the mathematics building over
across the street."

And Tony, the one that's the doctor, she flew

in from Hawaii to see and look over.
I said, "How did you like Texas?"
Texas."

[chuckles]

And she said, "Well .... "

And

She said, "Well, Texas is just

But she wanted to give it up out there, and

come back to the United States.
listen to me; I'm so glad.

I said, "Listen, Tony,"

Because I don't have the education and

the ... and the ... oh, all these fancy degrees they have.
I guess good common sense.

see they

I said, "Listen,

there, you found a niche out there.

But I have

, you went out

Play that niche for awhile.

If it don't get better and you think you can do better some other
school, get you a niche somewhere else.

I'm not supposed to be in

Huntington because several big contractors wanted me to follow
them, the ones that built the Twin Towers over here.
over there.
building.

Took the construction engineer,

I set up work

went through the

I looked at the blueprints, put them down, looked at the

worksheet and the specifications and I walked through there and
told them what to do.

He stayed behind me.
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Normally see, I don't

know that was to find out what I

know.

He stayed behind me.

Normally they stayed up to the front of you, pointing out.

I went

through and pointed out everything and then went and got ... we
called an iron man

(the Luther) and I stayed right here.

The iron

men from the iron people was supposed to put up the metal here and
the metal over there.

And so he called the men and told them.

said, "Yeah, it's supposed to be there."
got time and the money.

He

But he said, "We haven't

We will let your iron man put it up

without any ... any union trouble over it.

So, he did.

Mark it and

take chalk and mark it.

He marked everything I told him to mark.

And

the

I

went

back

superintendent,
first?"

I

He said,

to
said,

office

and

I

told

the

general

"Who are you bringing in the building

"What's those boiler makers and pipe fitters."

I said, "There's where I'm gonna start first.
first, get out of the way."

I'm going in there

And said, "Then give me the list of

the next people in a row who you're gonna start."
way I worked the job.

No conflict between crafts.

And that's the
And he said,

"You know, we had a man just like you once and he left us, went to
Colorado."

He said, "We have to go back there and go to Minnesota

and Indiana."

Said, "We want you to go.

doing to you here."

I know what they are

Of course, the union ....

and ran it all but a week and half's work.
the contract on it lived in Charleston.
the contractor,

and told him

put two fellows off.

And the, the guy had

He called and called up

that they were gonna lay me off and

And I found that the bank contractor had two

men that was out of work.
work.

I set that job up

And he was gonna lay me off to give me

See, that's where the affirmative action should stay in.

Jackie:

Was that in the 1960's?

Walter:

No, that was when they built the Twin Towers over there.
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I don't remember now just what date.
I know.

But that was after the '60's

And he ... so they did, they laid me off.

So I went to a

member of the NAACP to come there and see and talk it over with the
man.

He told me that he had business and he couldn't do it.

go back to the contractor, I told him.

He said, "You mean to tell

me he hasn't paid you for setting that job up?"
had done setting it up.

So I

I said, "No."

We called what I

He said, "Wait a minute."

He got on the phone, he said, he called this guy and told him, "I
want you to listen to me real good."

He said, "This man came here

and done what you were supposed to do.
didn't do it."
weeks work,

That was your job-you

He said, "He set this job up and got it all but two

and he's done made you $16,000 over bid.

haven't paid him?"

And you

He said, "If you don't have that money, a check

down here in the morning by 7 o'clock,

you don't have no

job.

Don't have no money or nothing.

It ain't yours."

Of course, I've

always been pretty independent.

The minute they done that to me I

drove up the street and I got thirteen houses to do.
worried.
job.

And I wasn't

I'm never worried that people called me to come to the

And so I drove my truck by there the man waited because I

know what he told the guy with the check don't let him put his foot
on the job, see if I put my foot on the job, you would owe me
for another day.
Jackie:

Did you just ... when you went into the spill, did you just

go into it, did you go to college?

Because you said you said you

saved your money to go to school.
Walter:
AMT).

Yeah, I saved money, I wanted to go to AMT (north Atlanta,
And they were real good, it was a black school.

were real good in training top-notch training.

And they

I worked with some

of the fellows and they were just, they were really top-notch.
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And

that's where I wanted to go and take a course in contracting and
building.

They had a special course in contracting and building.

And of course, you could take some other college subjects with it,
but this was a tremendous course in any kind of construction trade.
People don't think too much about it.

But it's one of the third

largest businesses in the United States.

(oh, yes, definitely)

Because when you build you' re making progress.
you've got to build factories,
you've

got

to

build homes,

You've got to have,

you've got to build warehouses,

you've

got

building and building and building .....

to build cities.

And

They just use the word,

but they don't think about the people that have to do to learn
these things.
knows or a
creative.
wanted.

I have to know almost what everything an architect

construction engineer knows.
Just like I
I've

got

to be

told you about the texture this woman

to

look

at

specifications and find out ....
looked at things,

Then I've got

I said,

his ... his
I

drawings

and

his

have been in buildings and

"That won't work."

And I've been in

buildings where the contractor and the construction engineer all
trying to put something together that wouldn't match.

It happened

over here at Marshall, two or three times, I worked on most of them
buildings over there.
asked me,

And ... and a guy asked me,

the architect

I said, "Well, I'm a tradesman, but this is the way a

tradesman would do it."

And he come in--it requires a series of

bulkheads coming down the stairwell over there.

And they was

trying to make the stairwell all come in together and it wouldn't
work.

This one guy said, "Why didn't I think of that."

You just have to drop it down and seal the bulkheads.
we got it done.

But anyway,

These are the things, when we look at a situation,

we know what we need to put it together or whether it's feasible to
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put it together.
smart.

And then the tradesman is not a dummy.

He's very

And most of our work is based on geometry, plain geometry.

Because a building is nothing but a geometric figure.
this room,

these arches,

these angles,

rectangular, windows and so on.

See, take

this flat surface,

it's

And that's what you deal with,

plain geometry.

No, you learn plain geometry or if you've studied

plain geometry.

Algorium is a system by which you derive at

certain methods.

And so we have to know these things.

And some of

the tradesmen would like to have somebody that know these things,
they'd just be toolers, we'd call 'em.

They'd just use the tools.

And work fast and get the money and quit.

But ... but a master

tradesman's got to know almost as much as an architect,

because

he's got to know what he's doing in order to produce it.
Jackie:

Boy, that's interesting.

You know, also I need to ask you

a question regarding ... 1960' s War on Poverty,

a big issue,

the

programs ... can you give me some ideas, in Huntington where they're
very successful.
Walter:

Well ... ( do you remember) ... well, I don' t remember too much

about the war on poverty.

But I know, just like I told you, if we

go back to how the old folks learned how to live, see I could ....
Jackie:

That's okay, because I was just curious if you knew of any

programs that were initiated in 1960's, because I know they had
various things that were given to ... assist.
Walter:

Oh, they had food,

food uh, yeah, they had, back in the

'60's they had food programs where they give you food stamps and
you could go to places and they had food ... give away food.

It's

almost like ... well, I think they stopped it where they give this
butter and stuff now, but they did give away potatoes and sometimes
they'd give meat and flour and powdered milk and stuff like that to
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... to ....
Jackie:

And the churches, I understand, played a big role in the

'60's, too.
Walter:

Well, back in the

banks.

'60's most of the churches had food

And I don't know ... the one I know,

it was this Holiness

church down here on 10th Avenue, they had a warehouse and they had
food banks and
families

they would give baskets of

that was just....

See,

food every week to

below the '40's,

'30's,

40's,

S0's, an average woman, a black woman, would just make a dollar a
day.

Washing clothes or house cleaning.

Most of them would get

and then they'd have to pay their own traveling ... streetcar or bus
or taxi, to get to the job.

But .... (was there much resistance?)

and the men, men in the '30's, most of 'em wouldn't get over three
dollars a day, four dollars a day, fifty and seventy-five cents an
hour, that kind of stuff.

And ... and where they lived, with that

kind of money, most everybody had a little garden.
stuff

and

And ... well,

canned

and

put

stuff

together

to

They raised

struggle

to .. . .

the modern kids don't want to go through that.

some of them are not going through it.

And

They'd die first.

So it's ... it's better some of the programs that they have now,
if they don't maintain it in an almost ....
it's not ... whatever they do ....

And come to find out,

One fellow told my son, they were

up at the Nickel Plant, he said, "You people are [inaudible]
you people are making a fool out of us.

We thought the time Reagan

got through with it, you'd all be biting the dirt."
But it's as I said, we learn from our grand-people.

[chuckles]

My granddaddy

went out there on that hill and they didn't have no money, they
took their own hands.

There was plenty of food out there.

all kinds of nuts, berries and wild fruit and stuff.
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Nuts,

It was a

clansmen or whatever else would be against the blacks.
But the good people here,

there were more good people here than

there was that rough stuff.

And uh,

They were here and I can't remember.

and ... but they were here.

When I was a young fellow, a

colored fellow killed a policeman named Ball.
fault.

(right)

Well, it was his

This guy Ball went after this colored fellow's wife.

everybody in town knew it.

And

He was always ... he'd see her on the

street or he'd stop and be talking to her and pick her up in a car,
all this kind of stuff.

But anyway, this colored fellow told him,

told her to stay away from him, and slapped her.
the car and colored fellow ran.

She jumped out of

He ran between two little houses.

He had just got back from World War I.

And when he, there was long

houses, he knew he couldn't run long enough to cut between one of
them houses before he could get up there and shoot at him.

And

when he just fell, rolled up against one of the side of the houses
and this guy stopped in front of the thing and unloaded the pistol
right there, right through that yard and hit him.

And that boy was

laying there on the ground with a pistol in his hand.
first shot him, he shot him, it was in the night.

When he

All you could

see was the badge on his headlight and the badge on his thing.
hit both badges.

And killed him.

started to parade and carry on.

The Klu Klux Klan started,

The colored boy named Brown, the

colored boy's name was Brown, he killed a fellow named Ball.
they come up there and put signs up.

Jackie:

And

That was the only time that

the blacks ... no, there was one more time ahead of that.
before the '60's.

It

That was

That was before the '60's.

Because I remember they had Bailey's restaurant.

what it was called?

They had sit-ins.

(what's that?)

Is that
The sit-

in's that were held at Bailey's, was it Bailey's restaurant in
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Walter:

Bailey's didn't have any sit-in' s.

called White Pantry.

(oh, I'm sorry, right)

It was

the place

White Pantry.

No,

Bailey's ... of course, Bailey's didn't, they didn't serve ... but they
went to working on the White Pantry for some reason.
I wouldn't go in a place that was nasty.
I've heard)

[chuckles]

And because
(that's true,

They're not going to put any nasty food in my system.

But anyway, it was the White Pantry.

And they had a sit-in there.

And they was trying to make the restaurants ....

But after ... after

the integration came in the '60's, I think it was '65, they closed
all our restaurants, we had nice restaurants.
to go to take somebody.
used to,

We don't have any places to go like we

to take your wife out and if you want to take a drink,

why, do it.

Now, if I, you can go now.

come dressed up.
and clothes.
pocket.

And had nice places

But you

They want me to put on tie, dress in fine shoes

But I

(right)

Yes, you can go.

better have a

hundred-fifty dollars in my

Because, because the dinner's gonna cost me a

hundred dollars.

END OF SIDE 2

END OF INTERVIEW
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